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Our true Home

Return

BD 5336 received 14.03.1952

‘My kingdom is not of this world ....’

My kingdom is not of this world .... Therefore pay only little regard to the
earthly world, only let it affect you as far as your earthly task in life requires,
but constantly strive for My kingdom which can be found beyond the material
world. My kingdom is the kingdom which lasts forever, whereas the earthly
world vanishes with the death of your body; but you can already possess My
kingdom on earth if you turn away from the pleasures and commodities of the
world and raise your thoughts to Me, if you send them into infinity, questioning
Me and opening yourselves up for My reply. Then you already enter the spiritual
kingdom which will be your abode one day, then the spiritual kingdom will be
of greater value to you than the earthly world, and then you will also receive the
wealth which belongs to this kingdom but which cannot be physically received
by you. My kingdom is not of this world .... Understand that I want to call
you into this world with these Words, which is your true home and which also
wants to admit you again after the death of your body. My kingdom is the realm
of light, which you will only be able to enter if you have become receptive to
light, if you aspired on earth for My kingdom and thus became aspirants for the
kingdom which belongs to Me and wherein you may behold Me one day.

These Words of Mine clearly allow you to understand that you should not
ardently desire the earthly kingdom, but that you must rise above it if you want
to be admitted into My kingdom .... I want to explain the difference to you, I
want to tell you that this world does not belong to Me but that My adversary is
its master and that I thus place My kingdom in opposition to the earthly world
.... I want to entice you over into My kingdom because I want to give you what
the material world does not offer .... an eternal life in bliss.

Earth is the valley of suffering and tests; it is the place where imperfect human
beings are meant to become perfect. Nevertheless, the earth is not a permanent
abode; it is just a stage of development of extremely short duration compared to
eternity. And the human being himself, his earthly material cover, is transient; it
only serves the soul, which ought to achieve higher development, as a temporary
abode. Only then will the soul enter the spiritual kingdom which is everlasting
but which can still be My adversary’s realm if the soul has not achieved spiritual
progress on earth, and thus will enter the kingdom of darkness ....

Yet you shall strive for My kingdom, the spiritual kingdom in which I Am King
and Ruler, where only light and happiness exist, where I Myself give in order
to delight all who have entered My kingdom .... Therefore pay only little regard
to the earthly world, strive for the kingdom which reveals to you splendours
which you humans could not dream of, the kingdom whose splendours I have
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promised you with the Words ‘Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, the things which
I have prepared for those who love Me ....’

Amen

Entering the spiritual kingdom

BD 7625 received 18.06.1960

God’s justice demands atonement ....

Every injustice has to be atoned for by the sinner .... This is demanded by
My justice. And this sin has to be removed on earth or in the beyond and
when a soul, burdened by sins it had committed on earth, enters the spiritual
kingdom, it can take an infinitely long time until it has removed this guilt of
sin .... Yet it is unable to make amends for the original sin of the past apostasy
from Me in the kingdom of the beyond, because the original sin is too great
for the being to remove it itself, whether on earth or in the spiritual kingdom.
Nevertheless, even a soul still burdened by the original sin is demanded to
make amends for sins it had committed on earth, and for these alone it might
have to endure an unspeakably difficult and agonising fate, because My justice
demands compensation for every sin.
Yet My infinite love has taken pity on all sinners .... it has redeemed the guilt of
sin, it has made reparations for it, it has accomplished the act of Salvation on
behalf of sin-burdened humanity, and it also paid for the original sin, so that the
souls will be able to enter the spiritual kingdom truly redeemed when they have
to leave the physical body. I have made the atonement Myself in the human
being Jesus through My bitter suffering and dying on the cross, through an act of
compassion which only love was able to accomplish. And thus even the greatest
sinner can be released from his sin and enter the kingdom of light, provided he
accepts Salvation .... provided he voluntarily approaches Me in Jesus Christ and
for the sake of the crucifixion appeals to Me for forgiveness .... Yet this path to
the cross has to be taken in free will, otherwise the human being places himself
outside the act of Salvation, otherwise he does not belong to those for whom
My blood was shed as atonement for humanity’s guilt of sin.
You will only be able to appreciate the great importance of the act of Salvation if
you consider that it depends on you yourselves what kind of fate you will sooner
or later experience in eternity .... if you imagine that immeasurable suffering
will await you because you have sinned and do not accept the mercy of Jesus
Christ Who wants to release you from your guilt of sin .... if you consider that
you yourselves will not even in an eternity be able to redeem your immense sin
and therefore have to linger in unspeakable torment and darkness for eternities
.... and if you consider, that you can also be released from your own guilt by just
handing yourselves over to Me in Jesus Christ .... if you walk with your guilt of
sin to the cross and appeal to Me in Jesus for forgiveness. You have to answer for
every sin and make amends, and you all have sinned in your earthly life ....
But you all can also find forgiveness; you can become free from your guilt and
enter redeemed into the kingdom of bliss by just turning to Jesus Christ, to
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the divine Redeemer, Who has served Me Myself as a cover, because My love
wanted to accomplish the act of Salvation for you humans and this could only
take place in the external shape of a human being, Who took all sins upon
himself, Who suffered and died as a human being and Who shed His blood
out of love in order to help His fellow human beings and release them from
spiritual adversity. You need only direct your path to Him, you need only entrust
yourselves to Him in your spiritual hardship, confess your sins to Him and ask
Him, that He might also have shed His blood on your behalf, so that you will
be released from you guilt of sin, so that you will be able to enter the spiritual
kingdom when the day of passing away from this earth has come for you ....
And He will accept you, He will wipe out your guilt of sin, for He has satisfied
My justice .... He has endured the suffering and pain which you should have
endured and which you cannot be spared if you leave the earth unredeemed,
without Jesus Christ .... Admittedly, you will still be able to call upon and find
Him in the kingdom of the beyond, and even then you can still be redeemed,
but the path is long and difficult and you often lack the will to do so .... Yet
without Jesus Christ the gate to the kingdom of light remains locked for you,
without Jesus Christ you will never be able to become blessed ....

Amen

BD 3969 received 06.02.1947

Fate in eternity corresponds to will ....
Love of matter is wrong ....

Whatever the human being strives for he shall receive, for his will alone de-
termines his fate in eternity. If you strive for the kingdom of God you will
also acquire it and become joint ruler of all worlds .... yet if you strive for the
world, for fulfilment of all earthly wishes and longings, then the world, that is,
worldly commodities, will not leave you even though you will have entered the
beyond, for your wishes also create your soul’s environment. The possession of
these goods, however, will not make you happy, for soon you will realise that
they are unreal, thus your cravings can no longer be satisfied yet you continue
to crave, and this longing will torment you, consequently, you already ought
to endeavour on earth to let go of such cravings, you ought to desire spiritual
possessions if you want to be blessed one day.
Whatever you strive for will be your share .... And thus every human being
creates his own fate and should therefore be conscious of his great responsibility,
for he is facing eternities ahead of him, eternities which he can either spend in
beatitude or experience in wretchedness. For eternities can pass by until he has
overcome earthly matter, in view of the fact that the temptations in the spiritual
realm are far worse since he offers them little resistance, whereas he can easily
detach himself on earth if he seriously wants to do so.
A soul which has risen above matter and enters the kingdom of the beyond in
a free state is indescribably happy, since the pleasures awaiting it are far more
magnificent than people on earth can possibly imagine. This soul, too, will
desire, yet it will find constant fulfilment, for it desires spiritual possessions,
it is God’s emanation of love which beatifies it without end, for which it
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constantly yearns and which it will constantly receive. And this emanation of
love spiritualises its whole being, it will bring itself ever more into line with the
eternal love and will constantly feel attracted by it, it will incessantly desire the
presence of God in order to be united with Him for all eternity and thus to be
indescribably blessed. People on earth demand earthly joys, physical pleasures
and only ever strive for material possessions .... And all that will come to an end
with the death of the body .... They will be unable to take anything along into
the spiritual kingdom if they have failed to gather spiritual possessions which,
however, can only be gained by neglecting earthly wishes. If they are still able
to detach themselves from the world before their physical death, if they still
recognise its worthlessness before and ponder thoughts of the hereafter they
can be considered blessed, for then their path of ascent in the spiritual kingdom
will no longer be closed to them, even though inexpressibly difficult to climb,
but then they will no longer strive for earthly possessions and no longer have
to fear the awful temptations which weaken the soul and render it incapable of
resistance. Then they will soon find support from the beings of light which will
help them by handing out spiritual possessions, if only within certain limits,
until the soul makes its own effort to increase them, until it has recognised its
task in the spiritual kingdom and strives to comply with it. What it wants it
will receive .... Only its will is decisive, and in order for the will to make the
right decision God constantly instructs people of His will, yet they won’t listen
to Him, they will continue to desire the world and thereby seriously endanger
their souls.

Therefore God has mercy on them, and He clearly shows to them the value of
earthly matter by allowing people to lose it, by time after time taking away what
they own and what is dear to their heart without realising that they harbour the
wrong kind of love within them .... He takes away what they don’t want to give
voluntarily, in order to show them on earth already that it can be overcome, in
order to help them become free from their longing for it, to content themselves
with less and to turn their love to spiritual possessions which are incomparably
more valuable and everlasting.

Every earthly loss affecting the human being is God’s help; it is a gentle
admonition to turn away from it and an indication of the fleeting nature of
worldly things .... And anyone looking around with open eyes will be able
to recognise God’s activity everywhere, Who wants to help people become
spiritually minded, so that they will still learn to despise matter before the death
of their body and only strive for spiritual wealth .... so that they will create for
themselves a blissful fate in the afterlife .... so that they will become blessed
because it is their will ....

Amen
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BD 8745 received 05.02.1964

The souls’ fate after death varies ....

I Am present with you Myself when you hear My Word, and My presence has
to fill you with light and strength because I Am the primary source of light
and strength Myself. The fact that purely physically you do not feel it cannot
be helped for you own sakes, since My permeation of light would destroy your
weak body if I would not just impart it to the soul which is already able to
tolerate a greater measure of light and strength and is happy in this state.
Hence you have to believe this, for I cannot provide you with any other evidence
but the fact that you hear My Word and that this Word also has to make your
soul very happy, it demonstrates My direct contact after all, for My Word is
strength and light and this is what you hold on to, it cannot vanish anymore,
it is the obvious sign of My presence which continues to please you even if you
detach yourselves from this heartfelt bond by complying with the world and
its requirements again. But you have an abundance of light and strength and
are able to resist all temptations by the world, you constantly look into My
direction, and you will no longer leave Me, just as I will not let go of you, who
have become My Own through your heartfelt bond with Me.
And time and again I want to delight you anew by initiating you into profound
secrets, into a knowledge which only I Am able to impart to you, because it
touches on spiritual areas which are still locked to you as human beings as long
as I Myself don’t open them for you. And such knowledge will always please
you and demonstrate My boundless love for you:
The transition from earthly existence into the spiritual realm entirely cor-
responds to a person’s state of maturity and varies considerably .... A still
imperfectly shaped soul possessing little love, usually does not know that it is
physically dead, it still moves within the same environment and just can’t quite
understand itself, for it keeps coming across obstacles arising from the fact that
it still believes to live and yet it is neither listened to nor able to do the things it
used to do on earth. And such souls are also in darkness which, corresponding
to their low degree of love, is impenetrable or occasionally changes into a faint
state of twilight .... A soul like that is not blessed, it wanders about, it clings to
similar natured souls on earth, it tries to impose its thoughts on them and resists
all beings wishing to improve its position, which can last, or even get worse, for
as long as it will not withdraw and reflect on its state ....
If, however, a soul departs from earth which had not lived a bad way of life,
which even had acquired small merits through deeds of love but had little will
to believe and failed to find Me in Jesus on earth, it will also be frequently
unaware that it is no longer physically alive on earth, it will walk through vast
deserted regions, admittedly in a slight twilight yet unable to perceive anything,
meet no other beings and be alone with its thoughts .... And it will still dwell on
many worldly thoughts, hanker after many different things and grieve its lack
of possessions, which it is unable to understand and thus believes that it was
placed into barren stretches of land as a result of disasters or by people with
ill-intentions, and then keeps looking for ways out ....
And it is possible that it will wander through such areas for an infinitely long
time until, due to the bleakness, it will gradually change its way of thinking and
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subsequently also meet similar minded beings, which already signifies a small
ascent. As soon as it is able to communicate with others it is possible to instruct
such souls, for they are usually approached by beings of light under the same
cover in order to help them become aware of themselves. And then these souls
will also gradually start their ascent ....

And a soul which leaves its earthly body having recognised Me on earth, having
lived a life of love, believing in Me in Jesus and thus is redeemed from its original
sin, will enter the kingdom of light, that is, it will find itself in a delightful region
where it feels profoundly happy, where it is met by beings which, like itself, are
permeated by light .... it will meet its loved ones again, it will have discarded
all earthly heaviness .... it will be able to move itself to wherever it desires to
be, wherever it wants to stay, it will experience the kind of bliss it had no idea
of on earth .... it will come aglow with burning love for Me, Who prepares
such splendours for you .... it will also recognise in a flash what it didn’t know
before, be it awareness of profound wisdom, be it the spiritual sphere which
cannot even remotely be described to you on earth .... overflowing with love
it will turn towards the beings requiring its help, be it on earth or also in the
kingdom of the beyond .... It will want to serve Me in utter devotion and unite
with equally mature beings for greatest activation of strength in order to tackle
rescue missions which necessitate immense power. The transition from earth
into the spiritual kingdom is but an awakening from a hitherto dead state into
life for these souls .... For now that it has attained true life, it considers the state
as a human being merely as a state of death, and with an abundance of merciful
love it will devote itself to the ‘still dead’ in order to help him come likewise
alive. For ‘eye has not seen, nor ear heard, the things which I have prepared for
those who love Me ....’

If only you humans on earth were able to get an idea of what fate might await
you on the other side, you would truly strive to create this fate for yourselves; yet
this knowledge cannot be given to you in advance, it can certainly be presented
to you, but as long as you have no evidence of it the knowledge will mean too
little to you as to make serious use of it.

Nevertheless, it is extremely wonderful for a soul if it is able to immediately
exchange its life on earth after death with the spiritual kingdom, if it no longer
has to go through the difficult process of maturing in the beyond, for this can
often necessitate an infinitely long time if it does not receive loving intercession
on part of people, and again, only those will experience this intercession if
loving thoughts follow them, and this will only ever be gained by the person
who has carried out labours of love himself. In that case his further development
will proceed more easily, and the longing to meet his loved ones again can also
be a great incentive .... just as every instructing spiritual friend will help him to
reach maturity faster, if his instructions are accepted by the soul. But as long as
you humans live on earth you will be unable to form an accurate concept, just
as the various spheres in which the souls will be able to stay can only vaguely
be described to you. And every human being should be grateful for all kinds of
ailments and afflictions, which will guaranteed lead to a better fate for the soul,
irrespective of its nature .... than if it would depart from earth without suffering
.... providing its degree of love and faith do not assure the soul the kingdom of
light ....
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Yet the majority of people are without love and faith in Jesus Christ .... And
their transition from life to death will not be a pleasant one, for they will meet
on the other side what they had pursued on earth. The longing for the earthly
world will still be excessive in worldly people and yet no longer be fulfilled, in
its illusive existence the soul will indeed create a world for itself, however it will
soon realise that it only created mental images, until it eventually loses interest
and realises that it is in a miserable state and yearns to change its situation ....
Then it will also receive help ....
Yet even those who neither lived a good nor a bad life on earth cannot expect
an enviably fate in the kingdom of the beyond .... Admittedly, they will not be
depressed by most profound darkness yet their lack of knowledge will torment
them, for they cannot understand why they are unable to see anything, unable
to speak to anyone and yet exist .... They will have little strength, and only when
they think of Me will it become a little lighter around themselves, and only then
will My messengers of light be able to cross their path and help them to improve
their situation .... providing they allow themselves to be taught and let go of
their previous attitudes. But blessed are those who won’t have all these difficult
experiences in the kingdom of the beyond, for whom the kingdom of light is
open and who may take possession of all glories which the Father offers to His
children in abundance because I (He) love them and now they also respond to
My (His) love ....

Amen

BD 4488 received 17.11.1948

Heaven and hell ....

I will not let anyone who gives himself to Me as My Own fall ever again. But
anyone who remains in opposition to Me is in great danger of losing the strength
of My love completely and becoming hardened in his fundamental substance,
an extremely agonising condition which I would like to prevent. This truth,
which has not been concealed from humanity from the start, resulted in the
concept of ‘heaven and hell’, of a blissful and a wretched condition, which in
people’s imagination is a limited space, until ultimately the real truth .... the
condition .... became less important in their imagination and only the place
remained, visualised by fantasy in every conceivable way. This gave way to
many misguided thoughts so that the truth is now completely distorted and
the human being no longer has any knowledge of what heaven and hell really
mean.
Life and death are heaven and hell .... Busy, joyful activity in the most brightly
radiating light is life .... Weakness, helplessness and deepest darkness are death
.... And every condition can continually increase in both directions until the
final aim, blissful union with Me or deepest descent, infinite distance from Me,
has been reached .... Inconceivable is the bliss of the former, inconceivable is
also the torment and suffering of the condemned, who languish for eternities
and have no strength for redemption. It is these souls you should consider ....
It is a misguided teaching that there is no salvation from hell, that these souls
are eternally condemned by Me .... It is not I Who condemns them but they
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themselves who have chosen damnation, not I Who pushed them into the abyss,
but they themselves aimed towards the deepest point. However, My love leaves
nothing so far away forever and therefore there is even salvation from hell, since
I died on the cross for these beings too and accepted their guilt, because My love
is greater than My wrath, than My justice. Even hell will have to let go of its last
victims, i.e. even the hardest matter will be disintegrated one day, freeing the
spirits within for the purpose of ascending to life .... Because hell, as you humans
imagine, does not consist of an eternally blazing source of fire, it is not a place
which contains the condemned. Hell is an indescribably agonizing condition,
a condition which starts on earth when people do not acknowledge Me, hence
they disassociate themselves from Me and remain without the strength of My
love. They certainly continue to live their physical life without Me and as yet do
not feel the weak condition, which their distance from Me entails, as torment,
but as soon as their bodily life is over the agony starts: the consciousness to be
completely without strength and yet to exist ....

It is still possible at first to let go of the resistance if the soul listens to the
advice of knowing beings, but these opportunities are rarely valued and the soul
descends ever deeper, the distance to Me gets ever greater and the weakness
increases until the final hardening takes place .... the new banishment into most
solid matter ..... Then an infinitely long developmental period will have passed
unsuccessfully for the spiritual substance which was once bound in matter and
then set free as a human being in order to voluntarily strive for shedding every
physical restraint. That it has failed is his free will because I truly do not withhold
direct admonishments and warnings. But hell has a far greater attraction than
heaven .... and the human being strives with utmost zeal towards matter again
which the soul had long overcome. And therefore it is also his fate .... matter
will once again be the shell for the spiritual substance which had failed its final
test of will.

Hell has opened its gates wide, and countless souls will enter the darkness
voluntarily ..... Hell will triumph, i.e. its prince will have, as far as numbers are
concerned, great success, but I will extort all these souls from him by placing
them into the new creation again, and at the same time remove My adversary’s
every power over these beings by banishing him into the center of earth .... that
is, he will be given the hardest cover as a constraint, which he will be unable
to leave again until the will of humans gives him power once more, by people
desiring material goods and increasingly distancing themselves from Me again.
Then he will fight for the souls again and this contest will be permitted so
that the souls can prove themselves by choosing between Me and him, because
without the right decision no person can achieve blissfulness ....

Amen
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The state of darkness in the spiritual kingdom

BD 3952 received 04.01.1947

The souls’ state of darkness in the beyond and help by beings of light ....

And your share will be light or darkness. You will stay in the light if you
had allowed the light to enter you, if you had let it flow into your hearts
and thereby dispelled the darkness you lived in until you were touched by
the light from the heavens. However, if you avoid the light darkness will be
your fate .... And spiritual darkness means wandering about lonely, it means
being all alone in darkest surroundings without goal and without hope for a
change in your situation. Hence a soul staying in darkness in the beyond suffers
indescribably, since previously it had physical eyesight enabling it to recognise
everything surrounding it, but now it will require spiritual vision in order to
behold spiritual things, however, the soul will be spiritually completely blind.
And thus it will stay in a dismally barren region, and if it encounters other
souls it will be unable to recognise them and thus will have to depend on other
soul’s help for guidance, for providing it with an occasional glimmer of light to
recognise its environment.

The enlightened souls, however, will take care of such poor souls, yet their help
is limited according to God’s will, for they are not allowed to give light to them
against their will. As long as the soul does not miss the light it has to languish in
darkness, no matter how long it will last. It has to long for light, its condition has
to become intolerable, and it must demand a change of its situation, only then
will the bearers of light approach and provide it with a small glimmer of their
light .... they will offer a few explanations and, depending on its willingness to
listen and to accept them, the light will then take effect on the soul.

Its insufferable situation can awaken or enhance the soul’s willingness to help as
soon as it encounters other suffering souls. It will clearly recognise the suffering
even though it is unable to recognise much, and as soon as the suffering of
these souls stimulates its will to help it will become brighter within and the
opportunity to help a suffering soul will present itself. Then it will feel an influx
of strength, and it will use this strength to render assistance and in turn will be
assisted itself by the beings of light, which will never leave such a soul again. It
will receive because it gives, because love will have awakened within and every
activity of love on earth as well as in the beyond results in receiving strength;
strength and love, however, are always together .... its will becomes stronger and
its realisation will grow .... The darkness is penetrated, and for the time being
it will give way to a twilight which is followed by a golden dawn .... when the
sun of the spirit has risen, that is, when the soul receives knowledge on every
subject from the beings of light, which delights the soul and will impel it into
constant actions of love, that is, into giving of what it owns itself, to souls which
still languish in utter darkness.

Every soul is able to escape the darkness; every soul is able to deliver itself, yet
the reason for imparting light must always be a loving thought, for without it the
beings of light are not allowed to distribute gifts, because free will has to strive
for light or eternal night will continue to engulf the soul and the consequence
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can be a descent into the deepest abyss. Light, however, belongs to beatitude,
and once the soul has developed spiritual vision it will recognise its task and
behold splendours and never again descend into darkness ....

Amen

BD 1589 received 31.08.1940

Involuntarily premature deceased people ....
Beyond ....

The undeserved fate of those who have to sacrifice themselves against their
will on account of unjust actions by malicious nations will not remain without
punishment, for there has to be just retribution if souls lose their embodiment’s
permitted time of grace on earth due to human fault and thus were unable to
mature fully, as is possible in a long lifespan. It is an unmerited shortening of
earthly life which admittedly releases them from the body but they enter the
beyond in an immature state. The soul can only receive what its state of maturity
merits; it has to enter the spheres which correspond to its degree of maturity.
But it has to be understood that terminating human life in a certain state of
compulsion has to be atoned, for nothing that is unjust before God can remain
unpunished. For no-one is entitled to take a fellow human being’s life. On the
other hand, however, the human being’s soul has to be given the opportunity
in the beyond to continue the self-redemption which was interrupted on earth.
And therefore especially these prematurely deceased souls are assigned a rich
field of work in the beyond, so that they only need to be of good will in order
to advance their soul’s state in line with earthly life. If the soul’s progress
of development is interrupted due to someone else’s fault, the beings in the
beyond have the most incredible opportunities at their disposal to nevertheless
still reach the state of maturity, providing they have an active will and the being
desires to reach God.
However, particularly a prematurely deceased person is at great risk that his soul
will be unable to detach itself from the earthly sphere since it had left it before
it was able to overcome its fondness for matter, for all earthly pleasures. And
there is great danger that it will not make use of the opportunities in the beyond
as it is still far too earthbound but, nevertheless, just as in earthly life, has to
abandon this will in order to be able to travel the path of higher development.
Nor can its will forcibly be directed towards ascent, the soul is just as free as
on earth to voluntarily strive towards ascent or the abyss, although countless
beings of light will try to help such a soul.
But those who have caused the premature demise of a human being will gain
little spiritual success from earthly life, for their guilt will thicken the layer of
their own soul and the release from such a layer will be extremely difficult.
Consequently, the person will have to struggle tremendously to free himself
from this immense guilt, the state of his soul will be very low once he leaves
earthly life himself, and he will have to do bitter penance for his guilt in the
beyond ....

Amen
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BD 1951 received 13.06.1941

Suicide ....
Fate in the beyond ....

The path of the flesh has to be taken until the end, that is, every being also has
to experience the embodiment as a human being. The earthly path prior to this
cannot be deliberately shortened or interrupted. However, in the stage of free
will the human being is able to use his free will and therefore also end his earthly
life as a human being arbitrarily without being prevented. But the consequences
of such interference in divine will are awful. A person like that is still immature,
that is, he is without recognition or he would not take this step which deprives
him of a great blessing .... to be able to improve his character until God Himself
ends his life. Nevertheless, he will become aware of his wretched action in the
beyond and his remorse will be beyond description.
If it is God’s will to end a life, irrespective of whether the person is still young and
not ready for eternity, then God recognises the necessity of it and terminating
the earthly life is an act of grace, either to avert peril from the soul or to offer
this soul an opportunity in the beyond that will raise its state of maturity within
a short period of time. The forcible termination of life is, however, spiritually
a great step backwards, for the being is suddenly without strength to improve
itself and depends on the mercy of the beings of light or people, that is to say, if
they don’t help it will forever remain on the same level of imperfection. The soul
first has to come to realise this in the beyond which will trigger an indescribable
state of remorse. But if the soul is willing it will use every opportunity to be
helpful, yet its struggle will be too difficult for words. In a manner of speaking, it
has to carry on bearing the earthly suffering in the beyond, which it had wanted
to escape; the same things it had thrown away are still clinging to it and torment
it dreadfully.
Yet God is not without mercy even towards a soul which had disregarded His
will, providing the soul is not entirely obstinate. After some time, which to the
soul seems to last forever, it will also be given tasks in the beyond which will
ease its situation. And then it will have to use its will again. If it agrees to help
suffering souls in the beyond it will soon notice an obvious improvement in its
circumstances. But this may well be after the time God had designated for its
actual earthly life, thus it will not have arbitrarily shortened its earthly path
after all and will still have to linger in the state of suffering in the beyond, that
it thought unbearable on earth, until God takes pity on the soul.
Hence its intervention in divine will was entirely pointless; it deprived it of
the grace to mature fully on earth but by no means ended the ordeal of earthly
existence. Consequently, such souls are pitiable, for it will take a long time until
they are redeemed and the awareness to have thrown God’s blessing away is so
agonising for the soul that it is in a sorry state in the beyond. Such souls are
especially in need of people’s prayers. Only people’s love on earth can relieve
their torments and impart the strength to improve their fate by using their will,
in as much as the soul in the beyond is prepared to be of service and thereby,
after an apparently endless time, will be able to change its lightless abode which,
understandably, is its share (fate?) until it is saved by God’s love and mercy ....

Amen
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BD 8224 received 26.07.1962

The souls’ agonising fate in the beyond ....

Anyone having devoted himself to the world must and will fear death, for the
human being has not disappeared when he dies yet the soul has left him, which
is unable to die and thus continues to exist in the spiritual kingdom in a state
which corresponds to its earthly life. Only now will the soul be able to enter
the true life, which lasts forever and is a state of blissfulness, for in complete
freedom, in light and strength it will be able to create whatever it wants which,
however, is also My will, because it has completely subordinated itself to My
will .... Yet it is also possible that it will stay in the kingdom of the beyond in an
agonising state, in darkness and helplessness but still conscious of itself. In that
case one can indeed speak of death, but not of a state of complete disappearance
.... And its agony precisely consists of the fact that it knows with how much
abundance of strength it had lived on earth, and now it is helpless and incapable
of any activity .... The fact that it remains conscious of itself is the very reason
for its increased torment but it can also help the soul to emerge from this state
of death, by listening to the helpers by whom it is approached in the spiritual
kingdom and following their instruction, which will already result in a slight
improvement for the soul.

Yet it is extremely difficult to encourage the souls to take care of other wretched
souls, because they are only ever occupied with themselves, just like on earth
they lack love and their selfishness is still predominant. Yet only love will enable
the soul’s progress in the beyond .... It has to receive loving intercession which
it experiences as strength, and then it will be possible that it will change its will.
It has to awaken love within itself by also paying attention to its needy brothers
in the beyond and willingly offering small gestures of assistance .... These will
then also be felt by the soul as influx of strength and stimulate its will to love,
which alone is able to release the soul from its agonising situation.

If it enters the kingdom of the beyond in utter spiritual darkness it can take a
very long time before it becomes aware of its wretched condition and yearns for
improvement .... But as soon as the desire arises to change its state of death,
as soon as it realises that it no longer lives on earth and yet has not ceased
to exist, it will also reflect on its situation and try to get out of it. And only
this will bring it into contact with helpers, beings of light which come along in
disguise and try to explain that it can escape its situation if it has the will to do
so .... Especially unbelieving, from earth departed human beings require much
intercession from human side which will enable them to muster the will in the
beyond to improve their situation. For every prayer on behalf of these souls
conveys a flow of strength to them and this strength will never be lost, providing
the soul leaves people behind on earth who will remember it in intercession
....

Hence you humans are able to contribute to a large extent that these souls, too,
will overcome death, that they will still awaken to life on the other side .... For
as long as the soul is self-aware I will not abandon it, for then it will also be
capable of changing its will, which need only be directed towards Jesus Christ
and its redemption will be assured .... However, if it descends to a point when
no spark of light will be able to reach it anymore, then it will continue to strive
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towards the abyss and harden again, and that also means disintegration and
loss of self-awareness, it means renewed banishment into matter and the start
of a new period of Salvation, because no being will be lost forever .... Because
no being will remain dead forever, but one day for sure will return again to life
everlasting.

Souls, which no longer have to go through this new banishment, will also
be fought for in the kingdom of the beyond, and every person who lovingly
remembers these souls is participating in the redemption work, and the souls
will be eternally grateful to him for having led them from the night of death into
the light of day .... For what once originated from Me as a being cannot cease
to exist, but only when this creation will be able to work in freedom, light and
strength has it come alive, but then (it) will never be able to go astray (lose it)
again ....

Amen

Eternal damnation and re-incarnation are misguided
teachings

BD 6019 received 10.08.1954

Concept of eternity ....
Perfection ....

Infinitely long periods of time have passed in which My creative will has been
active in order to guide the estranged spirits back to Me .... Infinitely many
creations have thus emerged which were intended to make this return possible,
and countless souls have reached their goal to dwell with Me in the light again
.... Yet far longer periods of time will be necessary until all spirits have travelled
the path back to Me. For innumerable beings came forth from Me and once
strayed from Me of their own free will.

These are eternities, periods of time the duration of which is inconceivable to
you humans, and therefore the word ‘eternal’ can indeed be applied without
being a wrong concept for you, even if one day the point in time will arrive when
the set time for every period comes to an end .... For even the longest period of
time is just like a moment for Me, but infinitely long for all living creations in
the state of imperfection .... In the state of imperfection .... And now you will
understand that a limit of time only ever exists in the state of imperfection ....
whereas perfection does not know any limitation, that the concept of time can
no longer be applied to everything perfect, and thus it is irrelevant to Me Myself
when the complete return to Me will be accomplished. Yet for you, My living
creations, who became imperfect of your own fault, it is of utmost importance
how long you will remain in a condition which is agonising for you and the
duration of which will consequently be shortened or prolonged by yourselves.

The deeper you are entrenched in sin, the further away you are as yet from
perfection, the more the concept of time and space will frighten you, precisely
because it is incomprehensible to you and yet it cannot be denied .... because
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your lifetime on earth is strictly limited and yet infinite ages in the past as well
as infinite ages of the future have become a certainty for you .... The latter is even
your firm conviction, so that you do not consider it possible for an era to end.
Your conviction is in so far justified as that there is no such thing as an ‘end’, that
the spirit will always and forever exist, but this alone is ‘real’ .... only the unreal
things will vanish, which are only the means of return to Me .... And the human
being all too often counts himself as the unreal, as what is not permanent, which
passes by like time .... because he ignores the soul within himself which is not
subject to limitation and which can never cease to exist .... but which is able to
suffer eternal torments because it requires eternities to become perfect and then
it will also be able to be infinitely happy in utmost freedom, independently from
time and space .... because it will stay with Me again, Who is without beginning
and end and everywhere, Who exists from eternity to eternity ....

Amen

BD 4602 received 30.03.1949

Eternal damnation ....

God’s mercy knows no bounds, God’s love is infinite, His patience immeasur-
able, and for this reason His living creation cannot be lost forever or He would
not be perfect. For this reason it is wrong to speak about eternal damnation, if
it is to be understood as a concept of time which intends to describe something
that is never-ending. For this kind of eternal damnation would then signify
something completely lost to God .... thus a spiritual being would finally be
relinquished to His adversary, which originally had emerged from God and was
taken away from Him by His adversary .... But in that case this adversary would
be greater than God, to a certain extent he would be the victor and superior to
God’s might and strength which, however, is and never will be possible, for no
being is able to surpass His perfection, might and wisdom.
What has emerged from Him will eternally remain His in possession, it will
just be separated from Him for a time, that is, it has distanced itself from
Him to the greatest extent due to its own will. Yet even this distance is not a
permanent condition because the being, in order to be happy, has to be affected
by God’s emanation of strength and .... if it lacks the will for this itself, it will
be seized by God’s love and mercy which wants to provide it with the state
of bliss. Hence eternal damnation would contradict God’s love and mercy, or
they would be limited, whereby God’s perfection would suffer a loss. An utterly
perfect Being has no human weaknesses, but eternal wrath would be an inferior
human attribute, just as every eternally lasting state of punishment could not
be called a divine principle, for the Divine is characterised by love .... Love,
however, saves and helps; it forgives and will never push something away from
itself forever.
In contrast, the adversary lacks the divine principle of love, and it will always be
his objective to pull the spiritual beings down to himself forever. He is the one
who causes confusion to people’s concept of eternity, who tries to portray God
as merciless and harsh in order to stifle people’s love for Him .... he is the one
who does not know mercy himself and therefore unhesitatingly aims to render
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the souls miserable, who wants to deprive them of every opportunity of help
in order to corrupt them forever. And he finds many followers of his doctrine
of eternal damnation .... who do not recognise God in His infinite love or they
would be unable to believe this teaching. Yet the truth will always be conveyed
to people and the error glaringly brought to light, so that God will be recognised
and loved as the most perfect Being, so that people will join Him and abhor His
opponent ....

Amen

BD 8443 received 20.03.1963

Nothing will remain unredeemed forever ....

Every human being is responsible for his soul’s state of maturity himself,
consequently the human being also determines how long he will remain distant
from Me, that is, every original spirit .... the embodied soul in a person .... will
return to Me without fail, yet the length of time it takes to achieve this return
depends on free will, and thus it can take eternities until the soul has become
what it was in the beginning: a perfect being which is closely united with Me,
which then will be able to work beside Me in light and strength and freedom ....
The fact that this return to Me will happen sooner or later is certain, because it
is the fundamental law of eternity that everything emanated by Me as strength
will have to return to Me again .... Yet the duration of return to Me can stretch
across eternities and you humans are incapable of comprehending this period,
for your thinking is limited ....

Nevertheless, there is no such thing as ‘eternal’ death, if it is understood as being
perpetually distant from Me .... You can indeed speak of eternities but not of a
state that will last forever, which thus is without end .... For such a concept is not
compatible with My Nature, which is love and wisdom and might .... Do you
really think that My wisdom and might don’t have the means at their disposal
to achieve everything, even the final return of the spirits which once had fallen
away from Me? Or do you think that My love is so limited that it would leave
even just one being in a state of eternal death? ....

You know that even My adversary will return into the Father’s house one day
and that he will be accepted by his Father as the son having returned home, even
if infinite times will still pass by .... Nevertheless, he will not be banished from
My face forever, he, too, will yearn for My love one day and voluntarily return
to Me. And nothing will remain in an unredeemed state, for even the hardest
matter will dissolve one day, it will release the captured spiritual substance
and bit by bit spiritualise itself, for everything in existence in the whole of the
universe is spiritual strength, of which I was and Am the source, its effect merely
manifests itself at various degrees of hardness, thus consequently hardened or
already softened it is approaching its spiritualisation .... but the spiritualisation
of all matter will certainly take place and nothing defying Me will remain .... This
wrong assumption is also a product of human intellectual thought which has to
be corrected through My direct instruction from above, for such a teaching was
never conveyed to you humans by Me ....
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Time and again My adversary will intrude and influence people to change
spiritual knowledge with the intention to mislead you and to awaken doubts in
My Nature, for as soon as you believe it possible that unredeemed spirits have to
remain in their state forever it will also question My infinite love .... it would be
limited, which is impossible with a Being, Which is and will remain supremely
perfect for all eternity. My adversary has truly many opportunities to slip in and
cause confusion, and he will always do so when My spirit’s activity is displaced
by intellectual thought, which is only possible when people are not content
with a simple explanation and feel committed to add or delete something. If,
however, they would shy away from making changes at all, such errors could
not creep in, for then they would strictly keep to My Word and could not fall
prey to error ....
And therefore I have to keep exposing errors all over again, I have to convey
My pure Word to you humans, I have to correct everything so that you will
not acquire spiritual information that has not originated from Me but which
is eagerly endorsed as My Word .... It was conveyed to earth in all purity and
truthfulness, yet if a person takes it upon himself to make changes he cannot be
prevented by Me, but I will always make sure that you humans will come into
possession of the pure truth time and again .... And if you yourselves desire to
know the truth then you will also query every misguided teaching and won’t be
able to reconcile it with the supremely perfect nature of your God and Father of
eternity ....
And the best and safest test you can make is to ask yourselves whether your
God’s love and wisdom justifies a teaching, for as soon as one quality is missing
you may also reject it as incorrect .... And truly, I will also substantiate to you
why a teaching of eternal condemnation is misguided .... so that you can believe
it and be sure that you are living in truth, which I will keep imparting to people
because truth alone is the light which illuminates the path of ascent ....

Amen

BD 7096 received 18.04.1958

Do not forfeit your eternal life ....

Do not forfeit your eternal life .... Admittedly, one day it will be granted to all
of you, but eternities of infinite agony and darkness may still go by when you
are in a state of death and entirely without strength and light. And you can
prolong this agonizing time indefinitely so that you can indeed speak of ‘eternal
damnation’ .... but which I have not given to you, instead you volitionally cause
and continue to cause it yourselves if you fail to use your human existence to
achieve eternal life for yourselves.
I will not let you be lost forever, because you are My living creations whom I
loved from the start and will never cease to love either, but I cannot give life to
you prematurely if you yourselves prefer the state of death, if you are unwilling
to accept life from Me .... However, you can easily acquire it by merely entrusting
yourselves to Me, Who is eternal life Himself ....
And for this purpose earthly life is given you, where you are in possession
of intellect and free will, where you can accept instructions concerning your
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task on earth and thus you need only want to emerge from the state of death.
And this time on earth is very short, no great sacrifices are expected of you
considering what you shall receive if you use your will correctly. The lifespan of
a human being is very brief indeed but it suffices to let you reach the goal ....

Yet your preliminary development took an infinitely long time until you were
able to enter the stage of a human being .... And it will take an equally infinitely
long time until you will receive the grace again to repeat your test of volition.
The length of these infinite times is beyond your human comprehension since
your thinking is limited in your imperfect state .... And just as you do not know
of this agony, because retrospection of your preliminary development is taken
from you during your earthly life, you do not know of the indescribable bliss
either which is integral to the concept of ‘eternal life’ .... You do not know of the
splendours awaiting you in My kingdom when you decide to finally return to
Me .... And neither one nor the other information can be proven to you, since
then it would be impossible to make a free decision of will.

But you should believe it even without proof and live your earthly life ac-
cordingly, you should not forfeit the bliss of a ‘life’ in My kingdom, you all
should include this possibility in your intellectual consideration even if it seems
implausible to you .... and you should live such that you need not reproach
yourselves when the hour of your departure from this earth has arrived one day.
You should also listen to those who talk about such things which are unrelated
to the physical world .... And you should reflect on it and imagine how you
would fare if they were right ....

There is too much at stake for you humans, it is not just a question of a few
years like your lifetime on earth .... it concerns eternal life, it concerns the never-
ending state of supreme blissfulness .... a state in light and strength that was
yours in the beginning .... And for this eternity in light and strength you only
need to renounce utterly worthless things for a very short time, for a ‘moment’
of this eternity .... But you value these things exceptionally high, and hence will
forfeit ‘life’ and continue to remain in a state of death for an endless time again
....

And all I can do to help you attain life is to constantly send My messengers to
you humans, who warn and remind you on My behalf, who should inspire you
to try to arrive at the truth .... who point out to you that I, as the only Truth,
enlighten your thoughts, who advise you to establish the connection with Me
Myself, so that I can then seize and draw you to Myself .... But you have to take
the first step, since I will not force you for the sake of your beatitude. But I will
support and strengthen even the weakest will which turns to Me. I caused the
entire creation to come into being in order to give you life.

I do not want your death, I want you to live and finally escape your state of
death, which has already lasted for an infinite time .... I want to impart My love
on you again and offer you a wonderful fate which will never end again .... But I
cannot stop you from taking the path into the abyss once more if you volitionally
follow My adversary again who once had taken your life and delivered you unto
death. I can only ever call to you again ‘Do not forfeit your eternal life ....’ but
you have to follow My call voluntarily, you have to endeavour to achieve life
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while you live on earth, and I truly will help you achieve it because I love you
....

Amen

BD 8495 received 13.05.1963

Explanation about re-incarnation ....
Jesus and Salvation ....

It is completely misguided to assume a return to earth in order to atone for the
guilt of sin, although God’s law of divine justice demands compensation for all
guilt .... Yet there are truly many possibilities open to Me, so that one day all
guilt will surely be redeemed and the being can be admitted into the kingdom
of light and bliss again, which is closed to it in the state of guilt. The kingdom of
the beyond, into which the soul enters after the death of its body, corresponds
to its degree of maturity, hence it can either stay in utter darkness or in brightest
light and as a result its fate will either be an agonising or a glorious one.
And both the torments as well as the splendours are indescribable and impos-
sible to explain to you humans, and therefore the torments .... thus the fate of
the unredeemed, sinful souls, can be dreadful and the soul consequently often
suffers beyond imagination for its guilt or for the sake of its guilt, thus with its
suffering it also makes amends for much of its guilt. And its state of suffering
can last an infinitely long time if it is incorrigible, if it refuses to accept advice
from the spiritual guides who want to help it out of its misery. For it cannot
enter the kingdom of light until it has redeemed its guilt .... as far as it concerns
the sins it has committed on earth ....
But since the original sin of its apostasy from God is far greater and this guilt can
never be redeemed by the being itself, the human being on earth or his soul in
the beyond irrevocably has to find Jesus Christ, for He alone is able to deliver it
from this guilt for which He died on the cross .... Without Jesus Christ the soul
will never be free from its guilt, even if it languishes for ages in the darkness
of the beyond .... Thus it has to call upon Jesus for mercy, for forgiveness of
its guilt, and time and again its spiritual helpers will try to persuade it to seek
salvation in Him, Who sacrificed His life for this guilt.
And if the soul hands itself over to Him, then its original sin as well its earthly
committed guilt of sin will be redeemed .... Then it will be free from all guilt and
for the sake of Jesus’ blood be accepted in the kingdom of light and bliss .... If,
however, the soul is so obstinate that it will not turn to Him despite all efforts by
the beings of light trying to help, it will descent ever lower, its torments will be
immeasurable, and if it doesn’t succeed to still lift itself up from hell .... which
even then is still possible with the light beings’ help .... it will have to take the
path through the works of creation again in order to sooner or later reach its goal
after all .... Yet this return to earth is not the soul’s re-incarnation as you humans
assume, and it is also all but desirable, because once again it is an infinitely long
state of agony for the soul, having been dissolved into tiniest of particles, until
it reaches the stage of a human being again ....
You humans have to be told time and again that you will never be released
from your guilt without Jesus Christ. This is why Jesus’ act of Salvation is so
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significant, because He alone is the gate to the kingdom of light .... For even
if your immense torment in the beyond makes amends for the guilt of sin
which you committed on earth .... you will nevertheless be unable to enter the
kingdom of light without redemption from your original sin by Jesus Christ ....
And similarly, even a repeated life on earth would be of no use to you, in which
you add new guilt and first have to find Jesus but Whom you can also find in the
beyond .... hence you don’t need to return to earth again ....

Time and again I draw your attention to this misguided teaching, because you
thereby also devalue the act of Salvation, because by way of this misguided
teaching you try to convince your fellow human beings of being able to remove
the guilt yourselves, and thus you bypass Jesus, but without Whom you can
never be delivered from your original sin, which cannot be redeemed even
through the greatest agony on earth or in the beyond. Let yourselves become
convinced of the importance that you have to take the path to the cross, and
don’t deceive yourselves with false hopes by which you will only prolong your
unredeemed state and languish for an infinitely long time in darkness, for He
alone is the light Which descended to earth, Which brought you salvation from
sin and death, if only you voluntarily appeal to Him for forgiveness of your guilt,
if you don’t rely on being able to cope with your guilt in further earthly lives
and through such belief only ever prolong the state of darkness and suffering,
for without Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation you will never attain light,
freedom and beatitude .... without Jesus Christ you will never be delivered from
your guilt ....

Amen

BD 4590 received 17.03.1949

Doctrine of re-incarnation ....
Misguided teaching ....
Celestial bodies ....

Do not be mislead by supposed contradictions, rather, see the reason in the
fact that your ability of comprehension does not always suffice in order to
understand something properly, and that there need not be a contradiction, but
you only suppose it to be. It should be sufficient for you to know that I will never
teach you wrongly and that I will always give you the information such that it
will benefit your soul ....

The doctrine of karma does not encourage you to increase your spiritual endeav-
our. It is far more likely to encourage you to conduct your life half-heartedly in
the spiritual sense. For this reason alone it is of little benefit for the soul, and it
does not meet My full approval that you humans count on a return to earth and
as a result become negligent in your effort. Although I support the soul’s higher
development in every way, and wherever I recognise a reliable opportunity to
advance your soul’s maturity I Am willing to give My consent, but it always
has to be on the basis of My lawful eternal order and never for the sake of a
deliberately created opportunity .... Hence it must be understandable to you
that I will not inform you of a repeated process of development on this earth,
which presupposes your total failure during your earthly life, but that I would
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like to protect you from this failure, and therefore caution, warn and instruct
you in order to prevent a failure.
It would be a wrong instruction if I were to offer you the prospect of another
path to reach your goal while the right path is still ahead of you, thus you
should, and could, walk this path with correct use of your will. I only inform
you of the infinite number of previous embodiments because I want you to
become aware of your great responsibility for the short path of earthly life. This
knowledge is only intended to increase your effort, but you should not draw
the wrong conclusion and neglect your endeavour in the hope of repeating your
incarnation on this earth if you do not reach your goal. My spirit will definitely
enlighten you, and if you ask Me faithfully I will let you know through My
servants to what extent your thoughts are correct.
If you knew of the endless many opportunities to achieve maturity on the
innumerable celestial bodies in the universe, you would never come to the
conclusion that a soul will be returned again to earth. However, the immature
soul has to go through many more embodiments indeed where it is able to prove
itself and thereby make further progress. Thus the doctrine of re-incarnation
is in fact based on truth but it does not mean that the soul will be born again
in the flesh on this earth. It merely indicates the many opportunities of higher
development on other creations, where the soul, either in physical or in spiritual
form, is again presented with a task, the fulfilment of which will assure its ascent.
It is an exception if a soul returns to this earth again to fulfil a spiritual mission,
it cannot be generalised. Souls having passed away in a state of immaturity
will also deem themselves living on earth. The areas they occupy make them
believe that they were transported to extremely dreary, barren stretches of land,
but they are actually on another planet which is suited to their souls’ maturity
and which is inhabited by the most primitive creations, resulting in a meagre,
depressive stay for the souls .... This is an opportunity for purification of very
materialistic minded people, who have to overcome their desire in order to be
placed on another work of creation for the purpose of further ascent, depending
on their will.
You still love this earth too much and therefore associate the word ‘re-incar-
nation’ only with this earth as the dwelling place for a re-incarnated soul. But
you should consider My love’s incredibly extensive work of creation, which
only came about for the countless spiritual beings who have to take the path
to perfection, and who will take this path in some form or other .... in physical
creations, as long as the soul is not yet spiritualised and receptive for light,
and in spiritual creations, where the spiritual soul can constantly ascend too,
where it purifies itself ever more and makes itself receptive for the emanation of
Myself.
Imagine eternity, behold the starry sky whose countless stars are the creations
of My will of love, destined to accept souls in need of development .... and you
will realise that this earth is not the only carrier of beings who are supposed to
ascend and that it is truly not necessary to return the failed souls to earth again,
although it is the only place for achieving the childship to God, but it cannot be
deliberately and repeatedly chosen as a place to mature.
And thus the doctrine of frequent re-incarnation on this earth will have to be
declared as a misguided teaching, which needs to be opposed as being harmful
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for souls, because it weakens people’s will and endangers the being’s sincere
change in view of the expectation to be able to make up for any neglect in a
repeated life until ultimate perfection ....

Amen

The significance of stars

BD 5449 received 26.07.1952

‘In My Father’s house are many mansions ....’

In My Father’s house are many mansions .... Can you understand the meaning of
My Words? That I promise you a dwelling in My Father’s house but at the same
time want you to know that a suitable abode is prepared to accommodate every
one of My living creations .... that I want to tell you, that what you have not yet
achieved on earth you can still strive to achieve in My kingdom, because I have
countless possibilities to improve your development in the spiritual kingdom. I
have not just the earth at My disposal, but all My creations are places to attain
full maturity for the still imperfect soul until it has finally developed to the point
that, in heavenly bliss, it will be able to take possession of the most magnificent
spiritual creations, for wherever it stays is in ‘My Father’s house’, in the sphere
of My infinite love, and it will always stay where the Father has prepared a
dwelling place which corresponds to its degree of love and its ability to reign
and work in the realm to which it was assigned by Me.
In My Father’s house are many mansions .... No being is homeless, the eternal
home accepts all souls, yet this home has many different aspects .... it can
exhibit the most magnificent flower gardens and wonderful palaces, but it can
also include infinitely vast barren regions which take ages to wander through
.... yet even in these barren regions paths branch off which lead to areas full
of flowers, and it just depends on whether the ramblers pay attention to these
paths, whether they attentively try to find a way out from this barren region and
also take this way out .... Everyone will be accepted in My eternal home, and
everyone has the right to take ownership of a dwelling. But what it consists of is
entirely subject to their will.
And therefore I say: In My Father’s house are many mansions .... For every
human being, every being, prepares its own place of abode depending on the
degree of its perfection. Yet no matter how poor his dwelling is .... through his
will and his work it can really quickly be transformed, and the most delightful
homesteads can arise if only the soul has the desire for it and diligently strives for
fulfilment. In that case it will be supported by countless helpers who will create
and work with the soul, and it can become a paradise-like dwelling place where
previously was a barren and bleak region .... One day every soul will return to its
true home, but as long as it is still imperfect it will feel homeless, although it will
have already entered the kingdom from whence it once had come. However, I
have many schoolhouses, and higher development will advance for sure, even
if it often requires a long time .... One day the lost son will return home and
reside in the mansion he once owned, he will stay in the Father’s house where
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all children are gathered around the Father, he will be lovingly received by the
Eternal Love, Which will give him a seat next to Himself ....
Yet infinite times will still pass by until all My children have found home again,
until they can take up residence in My house; infinite times will still pass by, yet
I will not abandon any one of My children .... The Father’s love attracts them,
and not one of My children will be able to resist this love forever ....

Amen

BD 8405 received 07.02.1963

Different kinds of creations correspond to the beings’ fall ....

You inhabitants of earth are destined to become children of God, and therefore
you have to overcome the lowest depths in order to be able to reach the highest
heights. You will only understand this when you know that the beings’ apostasy
was insofar quite different as their resistance to Me was not equally strong
either .... that, as a result of your maker’s will, you were also quite differently
natured yourselves, which only relates to your degree of resistance, when you
were supposed to make your free decision for Me or for My adversary. You all
were permeated by the light of realisation, and yet you turned away from Me
and joined My adversary, because you were able to see him in all his beauty,
whereas I was invisible to you. Nevertheless you knew that you had originated
from Me. Hence your resistance was more or less strong with the result that
you were also assigned to different creations where you were likewise meant to
take the path of return to Me, only the conditions differed from those which the
inhabitants of earth had to comply with.
Earth is the work of creation which essentially makes the greatest demands
on the fallen being in order to ascend again, whereas other stars offer their
inhabitants easier possibilities, nevertheless, the ultimate goal .... the childship
to God .... can only be attained on earth, even though the beings on other stars
are granted unimaginable beatitudes after they have concluded their higher
development and their will is subsequently directed correctly ....
But in order to attain the childship to God the path across earth has to be
travelled, and this can also be covered by a soul, if it so wishes, which has entered
the spiritual kingdom from other heavenly bodies and which has reached the
specific degree of maturity that it can be granted a life on earth for the purpose
of a mission. Then they (such souls) are already enlightened, yet they are not
‘non-fallen’ beings but beings from other stars .... whose distance to Me has
not been so great, so that they relinquished their resistance to Me sooner and
endeavoured to reach Me again. And as soon as they are enlightened again they
also realise the significance of the creation work Earth, and many souls also
desire to attain the degree of childship to God and thus accept the extremely
difficult conditions because their love for Me and for humanity impels them to
do redeeming work.
And thus souls, which do not achieve the degree of maturity during their earthly
life, will similarly be able to continue their development in the beyond, and
corresponding to their degree of maturity they will be assigned to schoolhouses
where they can steadily ascend .... For creations everywhere are prepared for
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souls of all degrees of maturity, and since all creations are arranged differently
and offer different living conditions they can already signify a state of joy for
the souls having been transferred to them, for they are far more beautifully
shaped than earth, since the creations therein delight the souls and inspire
them to greater spiritual endeavour, for they so obviously testify of My love and
might and wisdom, that it also intensifies these beings’ love for Me. For when
the apostasy of the beings took place an incredibly long time ago, which you
would already consider an eternity, all beings indeed turned away from Me, but
a countless number also separated from My adversary again soon after their
apostasy, they did not follow him into the deepest abyss but left the large host
....

And My will did the same unto them as it did unto those who had fallen away
furthest: From the strength which had been emanated by Me as a being It
formed different kinds of heavenly bodies than earth, and the process through
these works of creation was far easier and continued faster for the fallen spirits,
so that the beings returned to Me sooner, since Jesus’ act of Salvation was
accomplished for these beings as well and it was possible to redeem their
original sin, depending on each individual being’s attitude towards its God
and Creator, Whom they also recognised in Jesus. For they, too, received the
knowledge of the act of Salvation through messengers of light who worked
amongst them, whom I assigned as teachers to all beings so that they will find
and take the path to Me.

Consequently, there are untold possibilities for the still imperfect soul departing
from earth to mature spiritually, and My love and wisdom truly recognises the
most beneficial opportunity to achieve maturity for every single soul. And thus
all creations in the universe are populated by spiritual beings in most diverse
degrees of maturity, and they offer unparalleled kinds of bliss and splendours
to those who have already achieved a higher degree of light, yet they will always
.... even for less mature beings .... exhibit better and easier living conditions
than earth. For this truly is the most wretched work of creation, which requires
a lot of effort and makes great demands on the fallen being .... up to the human
being .... but which can lead to the most glorious fate: the childship to God,
which makes up for all hardship a thousand fold and turns the being into the
most blessed child which will be able to create and work with Me throughout
the whole of eternity.

To what extent the creations in the universe are of a spiritual or still material
consistency will only be recognised by you humans when you have attained a
particular degree of maturity or light, but this much is certain, they all serve the
once fallen spiritual beings as an abode and thus are also shaped in accordance
with their state of maturity. Hence you should consider all heavenly bodies as
schoolhouses which I established Myself in order to one day bestow upon My
living creations the bliss again, which they once had voluntarily forfeited and
which they will also have to voluntarily acquire again ....

Amen
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BD 8838 received 07.08.1964

Are the creations of a spiritual or material kind ....
Diversity of stars ....

You are requesting clarification about the creations in the universe, and I want
to provide it for you as far as you are able to understand it. The creations are
partly of a spiritual and partly of a material kind, but these cannot be regarded
as earthly-material, for My creative will is incredibly versatile and you should
never assume that other stars have the same composition as earth. However, you
have to consider that it is not just earth which is sheltering solidified spiritual
substance, that the innumerable stars visible to your eyes were called into being
by Me to help the ascent of all human souls which have not yet reached the
degree of maturity in order to continue their development in the creations of
the beyond.
The whole of creation is My emanated strength, and the earth is the most
miserable creation because it consists of coarse matter. Thus anyone covering
the process through its creations would be able to completely spiritualise what
as ‘soul’ gives life to the human being. Yet the attained degrees of maturity
in which the soul departs from earth after the death of its body are very
different .... And thus it will be received by other creations which, as far as it
is concerned, certainly also exist in the ‘beyond’ but which by no means can be
called purely spiritual creations, since their substances are likewise solidified
spiritual essence .... strength, which once emerged from Me as a being and failed
to become active in accordance with My will. However, this matter is far lighter
and more compliant, so that the souls staying there are impelled into eager
activity and mutual helpfulness, thus they continue to progress ever more. Thus
it can be said that this matter is easily dissolvable and yet it also shelters spiritual
substance which once had become unfaithful to Me but which does not suffer
to the extent as is the case on earth .... which gladly is of service to facilitate the
souls’ further development, which (this matter) therefore will disintegrate again
as soon as it has fulfilled its task.
The creations on these stars are inhabited by beings .... which can also be called
human beings .... who likewise have a (the) task to support these souls’ further
development, consequently material creations have to exist as well, yet they
should not be imagined such like those on earth. The beings (souls) are now in a
world which offers them incredible things and yet it is a tangible world, because
everything is permeated by My spiritual strength and it will remain a tangible
world until the complete spiritualisation of all beings has taken place, which
then will no longer require a material world.
But since this shall yet take eternities and the stars on the firmament are thus
visible to you humans, you are instructed to the effect that all these worlds
are My will having taken on shape, that I have emanated strength which more
or less was deeply fallen spiritual essence, that this strength manifested itself,
thus it is and remains visible for the respective inhabitants of these stars, who
merely possess different degrees of realisation and are thus also able to admit
inhabitants from earth in order to help them further their development. Then
you humans will exist ‘beyond’ earth and yet in My kingdom, and depending
on your maturity you will change your abode in order to enter ever more
spiritualised creations.
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Yet whatever your eyes behold as heavenly bodies in the firmament are creations
which were brought into being by My will; and these creations are the original
spirits which had once deserted Me, they were given a task by Me that they
now fulfil, hence they more or less acknowledge Me again, consequently, they
didn’t descend quite so low but nevertheless require material creations in order
to fulfil their task therein .... Yet it cannot be said that it is earthly matter,
since this spiritual essence had fallen into the deepest abyss which the human
being on earth has to overcome over an infinitely long period of time, rather,
those material creations were given to people for their happiness and to delight
in them .... For a visible star must also exhibit visible creations which should
illustrate to the already more mature spirits their Creator’s magnitude and might
and also offer the spiritual substances still in need of maturing the opportunity
to be of service. This problem is not easy to explain to you because you only
understand what exists on your earth, and even here your knowledge is limited,
but how other stars have an effect on your thoughts will remain hidden to you
as long as you are incapable of seeing spiritually. Then, however, will this realm
be open to you and you won’t be able to stop marvelling at the creations on
the individual stars. Yet all My works have their reason and demonstrate My
love and wisdom and might .... And whatever seems inexplicable to you will
become known to you the more your soul’s maturity advances, then there will
be no more questions which could not be answered to you .... And this wealth of
knowledge will make you very happy, even if it is at the moment still concealed
from you ....

Amen

Intercessions for poor souls

BD 6541 received 06.05.1956

The sleep of the soul ....
Misguided teaching ....

It is extremely wrong to deem the souls of the departed as being in an eternal
sleep until the arrival of Judgment day .... This idea proves total ignorance of the
soul’s process of development, furthermore, it proves a wrong attitude towards
Me or a person could not think so wrongly .... and it proves that there is no
belief in the soul’s life after death, for an eternal sleep of death, as presumed by
people, cannot be described as ‘life after death’.
But this misguided thought is also a great disadvantage for the departed souls,
because prayers will not be offered for them and thus they will not receive the
help which they need so badly. But people who adopted this doctrine and were
taught wrongly will not accept being taught otherwise, and yet they hold on to
the error as if it was gospel truth. Here, too, My adversary’s work is obvious,
who particularly wants to stop people from praying for the souls, because such
prayer could help to set them free, which he tries to prevent. But even when
these misguided teachings are confronted by the truth, people will not take the
only path which could provide them with clarification .... They need only ask
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Me for an explanation, if they do not want to believe those who would like to
correct their error .... they need only approach Me Myself. But they won’t take
this path, and therefore they are beyond help and refuse to let go of their error.

However, these departed souls suffer immense hardship if they are not remem-
bered in prayer. And people on earth cannot receive instructions for the better
from the spiritual kingdom either, because they do not believe in a connection
between the world of light and people on earth and therefore do not make
themselves mentally available to the knowing powers. They are only concerned
about their earthly life as human beings until death. Their idea of an ‘eternal
sleep of the soul’ until ‘Judgment day’ only proves that they lack all knowledge
about the spirits’ process of redemption, about My fundamental nature, which
is love, wisdom and omnipotence, and about Jesus’ act of Salvation .... Their
knowledge is very limited and does not correspond to the truth in the slightest,
and when truth is brought to them they resist it. And yet they try to prove
their point of view with the Word of God, with the Scriptures, but it is not
their ‘awakened spirit’ that finds those references, rather, My adversary himself
makes use of My Word when he wants to cause confusion .... But he is only
successful when a person merely uses his intellect and does not ask Me Myself
for enlightenment through the spirit when he asks for an explanation.

The letter kills, only the spirit gives life .... Anyone who does not entrust himself
to Me first, so that I can guide his thoughts correctly, will truly be killed by the
letter, since My adversary can use the letter too but will interpret its meaning
completely differently and thereby make the biggest error seem acceptable
to people .... The doctrine about the soul’s sleep of death is a truly dubious
teaching .... a teaching which also causes great indignation in the needy souls of
the beyond, who ‘live’ and yet are so weak that they would be grateful for every
gift of strength a loving prayer could impart on them. People should frequently
remember those souls in their prayers, whose family members on earth believe
this misguided teaching .... so that they can gather strength, ascend and mentally
help them in turn. Although a life of love on earth will soon provide the souls
with clear understanding, they first have to let go of erroneous teachings before
they can be assigned to a field of activity themselves .... since every activity in
the spiritual kingdom consists of spreading the pure truth.

Hence, a soul that lived a life of love on earth is blessed indeed, it will easily
detach itself from misguided attitudes and wrong spiritual knowledge. The oth-
ers, however, will find themselves in utmost adversity, because every misguided
teaching has damaging effects on the soul, but especially the teaching about the
eternal sleep of death, since it can actually lead to a kind of darkness similar to
death, and at the same time reduce the opportunities for help due to the belief
that prayers are futile .... However, anyone who sincerely turns to Me Myself
will become clearly aware how misguided this teaching is ....

Amen
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BD 9014 received 13.07.1965

Appeals for a gift of strength for the souls of the deceased ....

Whenever you can’t help but think of a departed person you should know it is
always an appeal for help which you should provide since no one else is taking
care of them. And when they see your light they, too, would like to gather
around you and draw strength from this light, for they often don’t know the
meaning of this light, especially if they were caught up in error until now. Then it
will suffice to send just one thought to the soul inviting it to join you and accept
a lesson. For especially the souls which are not followed by loving intercession
suffer much hardship and they, too, shall be helped to come into the possession
of truth. Just one conscious invitation to take part in your instructions is already
enough to attract the souls permanently, with the result that they will not leave
you anymore, that they will join the large group of those whom I will then
be able to address Myself. And you will be constantly surrounded by souls
wanting to increase their knowledge in order to pass it on to those who are less
knowledgeable and whom they want to help as well. And then it will be essential
that you will inform them of My act of Salvation, for only when they have found
Him and deliverance from their guilt will they accept profound knowledge. This
first necessitates their activity of love, as they will only be able to understand it
if they employ their will to love again in order to help souls which are suffering
the same hardship. Only then will they themselves penetrate the truth ever
more, and they will find it easy to hand themselves over to the divine Redeemer
and appeal to Him for forgiveness of their guilt. Then, however, will the divine
Word constantly flow to them and they will also accept it, irrespective of where
and how it is offered to them. Yet especially the first step is very difficult for
the soul until it has experienced the strength of intercession, which will express
itself as a change of will and thus it is easier to influence, so that the soul will
also comply when it receives its calling.

Therefore pay attention to every such request and offer assistance to the souls
which desire help, which indeed remind many people on earth of themselves
yet will only find intercession with those who are able to help them spiritually
because they are in conscious contact with Me and I Am able to reveal Myself
to them. And the fact that the strength of My Word is tremendously effective
may be experienced by every soul once it has joined you, for its progress will be
guaranteed ....

Once I Am offered the opportunity to reveal Myself to a person through the
working of My spirit, this person will stand amid a gleam of light which attracts
many souls willing to accept the same what you are offered, and due to you also
all souls which you include in your intercession, which then will no longer be
able to go astray. For then you will only be motivated by love for these souls,
and for the sake for this love I will also give strength to those on whose behalf
you pray. I also have to apply the laws in the beyond and these first and foremost
include the being’s free will which may not be infringed upon, neither by Myself
nor by My adversary.

Therefore it matters that you .... who also have to respect free will, just lovingly
remember the souls which are still weak-willed but unable to resist the strength
of intercession and whose will you are therefore able to influence. Since it
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was beneficially affected by the strength of love it will no longer resist and be
irresistibly drawn to you so that you then will also be able to convey the Gospel
of love to them.

If only you knew how ardently your adherents (the souls) accept My Word,
how they constantly feel that they are progressing, and how grateful they are
to you that you, due to your intercession, helped them to participate in your
instructions, you would not stop praying for such souls and even be pleased with
their progress, for they, too, will protect you whenever possible, to prevent the
receiving the Word being interrupted .... you will also purify your surroundings,
so that no one will become subject to the adversary’s temptations as soon as
they surround you. Precisely this makes your activity so important, since it
enables you to contribute towards the redemption of many souls by offering
them bread and wine, thus the delectable elixir of life and the most effective
nourishment, and one day you will feel the inner joy of having been able to
contribute towards the ascent of those who, without your help, would still have
languished in darkness for a very long time ....

Therefore take notice of every thought which reminds you of a deceased,
consider it a call for help which you must not reject, and then consciously
call him close to you and the first step up will have been taken, for as soon as a
person intercedes on behalf of such a soul, I will also be able to grant strength to
the soul for the sake of this person .... which otherwise would not be possible for
Me since it contradicts the law of eternity, as only free will can request strength,
but which I now recognise in the loving intercession and thus grant My mercy
to this soul and then will also be able to provide it with the grace of My Word
through you.

People would be able to redeem all souls through loving intercession, but how
few are aware of this and how great is therefore My adversary’s power who will
try anything to disrupt such contacts from the spiritual world to earth, but who
will be unable to take effect if a human being hands himself over to Me with
love and thus I will also protect him .... especially if I want to speak through him
to the souls in the beyond, which My adversary will never be able to prevent Me
from doing .... For where the will for redemption exists people will be delivered
from the one who had held them captive long enough and whose only weapon
is love which will defeat him and from which he takes flight .... because it is and
will remain My share for eternity ....

Amen
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State of twilight in the spiritual kingdom

BD 7418 received 29.09.1959

State of twilight in the beyond ....

Souls passing over into the kingdom of the beyond without having found their
Redeemer will find themselves engulfed by thick fog, providing they don’t enter
the kingdom of darkness due to their totally God-opposing way of life on earth.
But there are people who have not become guilty of any explicit wrongdoing,
whose offence generally consisted of failing to do good works, who can neither
be called bad nor good and whose spirit is therefore not so dark as to be expected
by profound darkness in the beyond. Nevertheless, they are not suitable for the
kingdom of light either, for their souls are not yet receptive to light, their
souls are still encased in thick twilight, they have absolute minimal realisation,
depending on their deeds of love which a soul will be able to look back on.

And most souls called back from earth are in this kingdom of twilight .... people,
who were apparently righteous in the world and yet have little faith because they
lacked love on earth. And these souls are now facing a time of utter barrenness
.... a time when they wander about lonely and alone with their thoughts. They
are unable to recognise anything in their surroundings, they are spiritually blind
and also incapable of perceiving anything but themselves, however, they have
not lost their sense of identity, they also remember their past earthly life yet
only rather indistinctly and occasionally .... They are in a permanent state of
drifting about and searching, for they cannot find what they are looking for ....
a place of peace and safety, since they failed to acquire it during their earthly
life. They effectively had been parasites on earth, they had lived without having
fulfilled their true purpose of life, they only ever have taken and given nothing
in return .... irrespective of whether it is understood earthly or spiritually ....
They had not acquired any spiritual possessions for themselves but utilized their
earthly life in line with their demands. They had spent their earthly life without
having seriously thought about its meaning and purpose and living their life
accordingly .... And this is what they will receive in the kingdom of the beyond;
they won’t find anything because they didn’t acquire anything that is of lasting
value in the spiritual kingdom.

Only now will it show whether such a person will be lovingly remembered ....
For every loving thought is like a firm foundation on which the soul is now able
to move with a certain sense of confidence .... Every loving thought provides
the soul with a glimmer of light wherein it is able to recognise its surroundings,
if only for a brief moment, but it is stimulated to reflect on it, and its state can
only change through deliberation, by experiencing the blissful relief of every
loving thought, by starting to regret when it realises what it had failed to do on
earth. And depending on its nature, its willingness and its resistance the state of
such a soul can change equally soon, if it is not entirely obstinately-minded, in
which case its blindness can last an extremely long time before the twilight will
give way to a small wave of light .... And since only loving thoughts can provide
this relief, much strength of intercession has to be bestowed upon the soul, it
should not be left to its fate, which merely would infinitely prolong its lightless
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state, for only love will be able to change it, love, which fellow human beings
will forward to such a soul and which the soul itself lacked in earthly life, but
which will be accepted by God on behalf of such a soul ....
But it is possible for all you humans on earth to render much help with your
love, and you should therefore constantly stay in mental contact with the souls
of the departed, time and again you should tell them about the Gospel of love
and that they, even in the beyond, will still have to comply with these two
commandments, to love God above all else and their neighbour as themselves
.... For this is the only way by which they will be able to make contact with Jesus
Christ, without Whom it will be impossible for any soul to enter the kingdom
of light. The souls still wandering about in the twilight have not yet made any
contact with Jesus Christ, they have not yet found salvation, which was the
reason for their life on earth, but they absolutely have to attain it in the beyond
if they don’t want to descend into the abyss .... Souls wandering about in twilight
have not yet been pushed into the abyss, they still have a slight opportunity to
find their path into the kingdom of light, for after a long time of barrenness
beings of light .... which, however, do not identify themselves as such .... will
repeatedly direct them towards the right path leading to Jesus Christ.
And in order that they will follow the beings of light, in order that they will
surrender their opposition, they will require much intercession which you
should not deny to the souls. They will be eternally grateful to you if your love
will prevent their fall into the abyss, if you will help them to find their way
out of the twilight into the kingdom of light, for your loving intercession will
prevent their regression, their souls will become softer and more yielding, and
they will find Salvation through Jesus Christ, Who forgives everyone if only he
remembers Him and calls upon Him ....

Amen

BD 7199 received 01.11.1958

Remorse in the beyond ....
Ascent ....

Sooner or later you will bitterly regret the time you had lost in your earthly life
when you will realise in the beyond what you had forfeited in your earthly life.
And lost time during your earthly life is every day which was purely spent in an
earthly way, when you gave no room to any spiritual thoughts .... which thus did
not correspond to the actual purpose that is the reason for your embodiment
as a human being. As long as you live on earth you don’t take this knowledge
seriously, even if you have it. Yet in the kingdom of the beyond it will burden
you like a heavy stone which you will be unable to shift. You will remember
these days time after time, and you will regret every pointless deed, just as you
will bitterly regret every missed opportunity which you could have utilized for
the benefit of your soul.
And still you can be called favoured if you come to this realisation in the spiritual
realm, if you don’t belong to those who are utterly immersed in darkness and
don’t even feel remorse, because they simply don’t realise what they had inflicted
on themselves .... who will still have to struggle for a long time in order to ever
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get to the state when they can see a small glimmer of light and only then realise
how futile their earthly life has been .... For once this glimmer of light exists
the soul can still be motivated by bitter remorse to turn inwards and change
its thoughts and will .... And then it can be given enough strength to enable it
to actively help suffering souls, and after that it will certainly progress, even if
the conditions are far more difficult than it would have been possible in earthly
life.
Hence remorse first has to precede progress, for only a soul which begins to
understand will try to change its situation, and any realisation will also reveal
to the soul the futile path of earthly life, which will always result in bitter regret
but also signify a turning point of its wretched state. But for this reason it is
also for the human being of greatest significance that he will still arrive at some,
if only minimal, knowledge while he is still living on earth, that he begins to
recognise the purpose of earthly life and still tries to improve himself before he
will pass away from this world. For to be able to pass over with even the smallest
amount of knowledge will always signify a glimmer of light for this soul .... it
will not be moved into total darkness after its physical death, it will be able to
find its way about in the twilight, and in a flash it will understand and then also
do everything in order to acquire light for itself.
It will also recognise that much work is waiting for it in the spiritual kingdom
if only it is willing to work, and the small glimmer of light will guide it onto
the right path, which it indeed will take with a feeling of remorse for not having
used its earthly life correctly yet also in constant hope for help, which it surely
will be granted as soon as it recognises Jesus Christ and appeals to Him for help.
Then it will not be hopelessly lost, it will be able to ascend; it just will never be
able to achieve the degree which results in unlimited beatitude at the Father’s
heart .... the childship to God, which is the fate of those who on earth endeavour
to fulfil the task they were given .... who already on earth looked for and found
unification with their Father of eternity ....

Amen

BD 6735 received 13.01.1957

Transference of light in the beyond ....

A bright light shines for the souls in the beyond wherever I Am able to convey
My Word to earth. These souls are often surrounded by such profound darkness
that it is causing them overwhelming pain from which they would like to escape.
And if their desire for light arises then I will also let them recognise sources of
light because then the souls will go to them .... And this is the beginning of their
ascent .... albeit at first it is almost imperceptible, but once a soul has visited a
place where it has detected a ray of light it will keep returning to it, and then
there is no further danger that it will descend into darkness again. But what is
the nature of the light that makes them feel good and want increasingly more
light? ....
Souls who apathetically stay in dark spheres are entirely devoid of strength
and thus incapable of recognising anything in their environment. However,
they are aware of being alive, of not being obliterated, and this awareness is
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tremendously agonising for them, since they are able to think even though their
earthly acquired information has become confused .... Nevertheless, they are
able to contemplate their wretched state and thus start to question themselves
whether and in what way they have caused this state themselves .... And if such
questions arise in them I Am also prepared to answer these questions. But I
cannot do so directly, instead I just have to offer them the opportunity to find
someone willing to instruct them accordingly. And every such question and the
desire for an answer is already a desire for light .... All lack of knowledge is
the equivalent of darkness for the soul, all correct knowledge is light .... A soul
which no longer occupies its body, which therefore is no longer able to see with
its physical eyes, is blind as long as it is completely ignorant, and for this period
of time it will be engulfed by night.

But it may be given light, it may receive clarification, and as soon as it willingly
listens to these explanations it will also perceive that the night is becoming
lighter .... At first it will enter into a twilight state, it will begin to formulate
clear thoughts and thereby experience a sense of well-being, and then it will
become increasingly more illuminated within; it will be able to see what it
was previously unable to see .... however, its sense of well-being is not caused
by earthly-material impressions, rather it is gladdened by a state of inner
enlightenment because it also knows that it will be able to escape its dreadful
situation and how it can achieve it. Besides, it is faced by a sphere of activity
which it finds indescribably attractive after its former state of inactivity, for now
it has the strength to work, since it is motivated to do so by an urge to love.

Hence, the places where My Word can be heard are such places of enlightenment
which emanate a glow of bright light attracting innumerable souls .... but which
will only be perceived by those who yearn to leave their darkness, who long
for light. For there also exist souls which shy away from light, which have
sunk so low that the light is painful to them since it reveals their depravity,
and who therefore fight the light believing themselves able to extinguish it.
However, such souls will be pushed aside, whereas every light-desiring soul will
be attracted by or guided to it by helpful beings, and as soon as they merely
listen without resistance to what is imparted to them, the state of darkness will
change into a state of twilight. Now these souls will be stirred by an impulse for
life and they will become hopeful .... they want to live in order to become active,
and their resolve will also give them the strength ....

Light is knowledge, light is truth, and thus light is the only thing that needs to
be transferred to the souls in darkness so that they, too, will awaken to life ....
And this is why you will always be besieged by light-hungry souls which want
to participate in the transference of light when My Word is conveyed to you,
when I enlighten you humans, when I impart the pure truth to you through My
spirit .... This is why there will always be a glowing light attracting countless
souls as soon as you make contact with Me in order to receive My Word. For the
concept of light in the spiritual kingdom only ever has to be understood as the
transference of the pure truth from Me .... Light is realisation, light is knowledge
which originates from Me, which is radiated by Me Myself to earth in order to
penetrate the darkness, to enable you humans to become blessed, but which
you only ever will be able to receive if you make contact with Me, with the light
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of eternity ....
Amen
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State of light in the spiritual kingdom

The true home

BD 7404 received 04.09.1959

Kingdom of light ....
Jesus Christ ....

Anyone having entered through the gate into the kingdom of light will rejoice
and be glad and eternally thankful to Me, Who had lead him such to reach his
goal. Anyone who is able to enter the kingdom of light is thus redeemed from
sin and death, for both signify darkness, and an unredeemed soul will never
be able to enter the kingdom of light .... It first must have found the only One
Who is the gate into the kingdom of light: Jesus Christ, the divine Redeemer.
And holding on to His hand the soul will also enter this kingdom, for He will
deliver it from its burden of sin, because He has died on the cross on behalf of
all souls which were in darkness, thus in sin and death .... He has made amends
for the burden of sin on behalf of you humans; He has made the sacrifice of
atonement on your behalf to clear the path for you into the kingdom of light, so
that you will be able to enter into eternal beatitude. Beatitude only exists where
light can be found, and light can only be found where sin and death don’t exist
anymore. The sin, however, will be cancelled by Jesus Christ Himself as soon as
He is asked to do so, as soon as you humans appeal to Him for forgiveness ....
Consequently, there is also salvation for the souls in the kingdom of the beyond,
a change from darkness into light, because even the soul in the beyond may
still call upon Him, for as soon as it calls upon Jesus Christ it will call upon Me
Myself, and for the sake of Jesus Christ I will then be able to forgive its guilt
of sin which had kept it separate from Me for an infinitely long time .... The
sacrifice on the cross was made for all humankind, and any unredeemed soul
only needs to take the path to the cross in order to be delivered from its guilt
of sin. And to be delivered from sin means unity with Me and thus unlimited
happiness.
But absolute truth is also part of it .... Hence a soul will not yet be able to enjoy
supreme blissfulness as long as it is still far removed from the truth, for the truth
and I are one, otherwise one could not speak of light. Light is realisation, the
correct knowledge of everything, and as long as a soul is still ignorant in the
kingdom of the beyond it is not yet staying in the kingdom of light, for as soon as
it is permeated by light it will also instantly experience profound realisation.
If a soul therefore refuses to accept the truth when it is offered same, then its state
of bliss will still be imperfect too, in that case it will not have recognised Jesus
Christ properly as yet, and the whole redemption has not yet taken place which,
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however, would have been the result of a heartfelt appeal to Jesus Christ .... And
for this reason countless souls still exist in twilight, they are not wretched but
they cannot be called blessed for a long time yet. Their attitude towards Jesus
Christ is not how it should be to enable Him opening the gate into the kingdom
of light for them, and these souls will still need many instructions as well as
intercession in order to gain the right kind of understanding for it.
As long as they are unable to let go of wrong ideas, of all kinds of misguided
teachings, they cannot expect to become completely permeated by light either;
but their own will decides the state they are in. People who consistently rejected
Him on earth will also time and again let their will of rejection come to the fore
in the beyond, when it would simply suffice to sincerely appeal to Jesus Christ
for help .... For this shall certainly be granted to them as soon as their appeal
in spirit and in truth will reach Him .... Then all darkness will fade away, the
light will so clearly and brightly set the soul aglow that all spiritual darkness
will disappear, that the soul will experience brightest realisation and never ever
be able to lose this knowledge of the most profound correlations again ....

Amen

BD 8400 received 02.02.1963

The soul’s entry into the kingdom of light ....

Every spiritual request shall be granted to you .... I have given you this promise
because My love will fulfil everything that will benefit your soul. And thus you
can also rest assured that you will enter the kingdom of light and bliss after your
physical death if you have lived your life on earth in accordance with My will,
if you have demonstrated your love for Me through your activity of unselfish
neighbourly love .... if you have lived your life on earth with Me by having
allowed Me to be your constant companion on earth ....
‘He that believeth on Me hath everlasting life ....’ And anyone who lives a life
of love also believes in Me with a true, living faith, and he will therefore be
granted a blissful life in the spiritual kingdom .... And realisation will indeed
come to him in a flash, he will move within (true) truthful thinking and his (its)
happiness is such that the soul with its light, by which it is permeated, will also
be able to delight the souls which still linger in darkness and long for light ....
by making others happy it will find its own happiness, and so it has to have a
bright light shining within itself first ....
You humans cannot possibly imagine this beatitude nor the nature of the
activity, but you may well believe that these souls will no longer desire to return
to earth .... especially since they know that no human being will remain on
earth and every soul will soon meet its loved ones again. Therefore they should
not grieve either but only ever strive to achieve a high degree of love which will
facilitate their spiritual vision, because this degree is necessary for souls to meet
again immediately after their passing away from this world .... otherwise the
souls will first have to strive for and attain this degree in the beyond.
Yet the fact that people will meet again one day is absolute truth, and it will
be an exceptionally joyful moment when the union takes place in the spiritual
kingdom. You humans, who are affected by harsh strokes of fate, should always
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bear in mind that whatever happens to you in earthly life is only founded on
My love and wisdom .... Stay mindful of the fact that I don’t want to cause you
suffering but greater beatitudes, which you often gain through suffering .... And
you should not doubt it but humbly accept everything and, truly, the blessing
will not fail to materialise itself. And if, one day, you look back on your earthly
existence, you will be filled by profound gratitude and love for Me, Whom you
recognise as your Father, Who only has His children’s fate at heart, which will
await them in the kingdom of the beyond ....
Be aware of the fact that you won’t stay much longer on this earth, and that you
therefore will have to accept a greater amount of suffering in order to reach the
goal of voluntarily uniting yourselves with Me. And every prayer you send to
Me will come from the bottom of your heart and therefore will also be answered
by Me .... You will often send your thoughts into the kingdom which is your
true home, and will also be allowed to receive currents of light and strength
from this realm, you will keep in constant contact with those who merely went
ahead of you and who .... if your possess a high degree of maturity and light ....
will support you to also achieve your goal while you are still on earth .... For a
soul which is already permitted to spread light will also be able to transmit the
light to you humans, and that means that you will then live within utter truth,
for where light exists no error will be able to sustain itself because it will be
recognised as such, and the path of anyone living in truth must lead to the goal
without fail.
And believe that I know every thought in your heart, and thus I also know what
you still need and take care that it will be imparted to you .... And even if I
occasionally use painful means they will nevertheless liberate the souls from
their physical constraints and they will merely exchange earthly life with a far
more beautiful life in the spiritual kingdom, where they will be of loving service
to Me and therefore also enjoy beatitudes which earthly life cannot offer .... For
they have entered the eternal truth from whence they once originated ....

Amen

BD 5365 received 15.04.1952

Reunion in the beyond in the kingdom of light ....

It is an incomparably happy moment when the soul passes away from earth and
enters the kingdom of light, the spheres where impurity no longer exists, where
the soul is embraced by a flow of joy-inducing light, where it is approached
by exceedingly beautiful beings who show the soul an extent of love which
almost overwhelms it. The emanations of light correspond to the soul’s state of
maturity, thus always to a degree that they will indeed cause inconceivable bliss
but not consume the soul, which could indeed be caused by an excess of light if
a soul is not yet receptive to it .... In infinite expanse it sees the most marvellous
creations, for now its spiritual eye is able to behold spiritual creations which
no longer consist of matter and yet arise just as real and are by no means
self-deception.
And amid the beauty it sees it will find its loved ones who had passed over
before in the degree of maturity suitable to the kingdom of light .... People
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cannot imagine the bliss of such reunion, yet in the spiritual kingdom the soul is
able to take in profound impressions without fading away and can consciously
experience the bliss it receives from God. In its heart it will sing His praises and
give thanks, just as it will, if the kingdom of light has become its home, always
come aglow with love for the Father, Who has prepared all these blessings for
the soul ....

Its co-operation with souls who have the same degree of maturity increases its
strength and willingness to be active, and it applies this to far less mature souls
to help them attain the same bliss. In merciful love it takes care of those it knew
well on earth, who still dwell in lower spheres, who neglected their spiritual
development on earth due to their unbelief and unkindness, and who are
therefore still wretched in darkness or twilight .... It certainly can identify these
souls and also approach them and offer its help, yet it will not be recognised in
turn, and thus its help is frequently rejected ....

Yet a light-soul’s love and patience will constantly approach these souls and
sooner or later gain influence. The bliss it receives through God’s perpetual
emission of love, the incomparable creations of the kingdom of light and its
co-operation with beings to whom it is attached with joyful love provide it with
the constant desire for redeeming activity. It finds its own happiness in giving
what it receives itself; its longing for God finds constant fulfilment and it cannot
but want to make others equally happy.

It is impossible to describe the splendours of the kingdom of light to people on
earth, because only a fully matured soul can endure the abundance of light and
therefore also understand the beatitude, which the as yet imperfect person does
not appreciate. However, he can and should believe that there will be a reunion
in the kingdom of the beyond, that death is not the end of the soul’s actual
life, and that these souls will recognise each other when they have attained a
certain degree of maturity which, however, many souls still do not possess. And
therefore it can take a long time for many a soul until it will experience the
happiness of a reunion with its loved ones, yet the desire for this is frequently
the reason to strive for ascent. The souls’ strength of love is constantly at work
to release the souls from the abyss and to help them achieve beatitude, to help
them enter the kingdom where they are surrounded by radiating light, where
they can behold God and every hardship has come to an end ....

Amen
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BD 3670 received 28.01.1946

Spiritual creations ....
Beatitude ....
‘Eye hath not seen ....’

Everything that is visible to you testifies of My might and strength and love.
Yet My strength of love also produced invisible creations which will delight
you in the spiritual kingdom, but only when you have achieved the degree of
maturity which allows for spiritual vision. Then you will indeed marvel at My
love’s works of wonder, they will enchant your eye, nevertheless they will also
be comprehensible to you, for then you will recognise Me Myself as strength
and love, then you will already be so pervaded by it that you will be able to
understand that it is the primary cause of every creation, and then you will
forever glorify the One Who employs His will for constant works of love.
The spiritual creations are inconceivable to people on earth, they are the epit-
ome of proportion, perfection, beauty and versatility, they are exceptionally
magnificent formations and their ever changing appearance makes them in-
creasingly more wonderful to behold and they will never tire or oversaturate
the onlooker’s eye but forever cause immense happiness and gratitude towards
Me, the Creator of heaven and earth. Indeed, earthly creations occasionally also
appear lovely to a person and let his heart beat faster in the realisation that he is
facing the eternal Creator, Who is almighty and full of love. However, the most
beautiful creations on earth are but a pale reflection of the spiritual creations
which are incomparable, since it is not possible for My love be so evidently
visible on earth because people have not yet changed themselves into love.
But I can bestow the abundance of My love to souls which have become love, My
creative love can reveal itself to them and I can show them and bestow on them
what I have promised ‘Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered
into the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love
Him ....’ And the more profoundly a being is able to love the more glorious will
the creations become .... Profound love gives them an insight into My reign and
activity in the spiritual kingdom, they are no longer opposite Me as imperfect
beings, but have become what I Am Myself .... love .... they are full of might and
strength themselves, and in highest perfection are able to create and shape in
harmony with My will through My strength.
No comparison can be given to people on earth about their activity in the
spiritual kingdom since it is subject to completely different laws and spiritual
activity has nothing in common with physical activity, with work on earth. Yet it
is a blissful activity, an activity which signifies supreme happiness for the being
which has become love, which can think, feel and want, which is able to see
and hear, which feels like an individual being and yet is extremely happy in
unity with other beings because it thereby increases its strength and love and
intensifies its ability to be active. The inhabitants of the spiritual world exist in
a state of utterly blissful harmony, a state which is constantly aspired to as soon
as the soul has attained realisation on earth or in the spiritual kingdom.
I would like to place all beings into this state because I love them and would
like them to behold the glories of My kingdom. For the activity of My love
constantly applies to My living creations’ happiness, My love is infinite and
wants to give and delight, and thus I want to make My living creations worthy
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of being allowed to stay in spiritual creations; yet they themselves have to want
it, they must shape themselves into love of their own free will so that they can
be made indescribably happy in the spiritual kingdom for all eternity ....

Amen

BD 6821 received 02.05.1957

Androgynous beings ....
Beyond ....

I will give you what you need for the maturing of your souls .... And in the
last days I will also give people the kind of knowledge which, although it is
not absolutely essential, should also reveal My love and wisdom to you, which
will explain much that is incomprehensible to you and could cause you to
doubt Me .... I Am revealing to you My detailed plan of Salvation because
the end is approaching and unbelieving humanity should still receive a slight
opening which lets the light shine through if people do not refuse to accept
this knowledge. I Am lifting a veil which was still enshrouding people, I Am
revealing secrets to make it easier for people to believe in Me .... And therefore
I Am also always willing to answer questions which are put to Me either openly
or in thought on earth or in the spiritual kingdom. For I want to give light to
everyone who wants to escape the darkness ....

Consequently, I have also occasionally given explanations which the human
being on earth does not yet need but which will become self-evident to him in
the spiritual kingdom if he has prepared himself for the spiritual kingdom ....
Then he will receive the understanding in a flash as soon as he desires it. One
of these questions concerns the ‘gender’ of the beings which I created, which
already has been the cause of much deception but which is of little relevance to
people during their earthly life.

There is no being that does not incorporate both principles of gender within
itself .... They are merely distributed differently in each being, so that one is
governed by the male and the other by the female aspect. But perfection requires
the complete balance of both principles, neither shall be more or less .... Only
then will the state of perfection have been achieved, hence a perfect being can
either be called androgynous or male and female in one. The male principle
must have aligned itself completely to the female and vice versa, only then will
the being correspond to My nature .... it will have become My image .... This
alignment will either already be achieved on earth or it will take place in the
spiritual kingdom, where the being will be constantly subjected to tests in which
the male and female principles have to prove themselves in turn ....

Hence it is entirely irrelevant whether the being is embodied on earth as a man
or a woman, because the alignment with the opposite principle must irrevocably
take place. However, this is not meant in an earthly-perceptible way in as much
as the man or woman should acquire the characteristic features of the other, but
the alignment is an entirely spiritual matter .... it is a person’s integration with
divine law, which therefore also requires different degrees of willpower and this
can be easier for one and more difficult for another person.
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And therefore it follows that there is indeed a division of the sexes on earth but
in the spiritual kingdom the being’s own earthly shape will merely surround it
as an aura, thereby also identifying the individual. Consequently, one can speak
about a closer relationship of spiritual beings who, having the same degree of
maturity, feel attracted to each other. But one cannot speak of a union between
different sexes, since every individual will be a perfectly androgynous being.
However, where the alignment of the different principles has not yet taken
place the characteristic features of the different sexual beings will also be more
apparent, which is particularly noticeable in the spheres where the separation
from the earthly-physical world is not entirely complete ....

But such sexual differences do not exist in higher spheres and therefore it is
wrong to speak of relationships which resemble those between a man and a
woman on earth, because the blissful unity of two beings is based on spiritual
similarity, on the same degree of maturity and complete spiritual agreement.
This will always be more prevalent amongst beings who have aligned both
principles within themselves and whose bliss is therefore beyond imagination
when they associate with similar beings to create and work together ....

But the being’s earthly progress is neither an advantage nor disadvantage
irrespective of whether the human being is a man or a woman .... Resistance
to Me can be equally strong, and surrender to Me can be carried out by both
.... The separation of the male and female principle is merely to make every
being’s acceptance of divine order easier, thus accepting the characteristics
of perfection increasingly more. My wisdom is certainly able to make this
assessment and therefore I gave every being the outward appearance which
offers the guarantee of achieving its best possible alignment. But the beings’
happiness in the spiritual kingdom is beyond measure when both principles
within themselves have become orderly, and therefore they are also able to
put themselves in the position of every yet unsaved being and support it in its
fight against itself and its anti-divine characteristics, which first have to be put
right.

And then again, the happiness in the kingdom of the beyond .... although it
cannot be compared .... will match the happiness on earth which unites two
people with heartfelt love when compatible beings find each other, whose
deepest love for each other will give them the kind of happiness which is known
by you humans as a marriage made in heaven. However, worldly standards or
worldly concepts can no longer be applied in the kingdom of the blissful spirits,
where the greatest happiness is triggered by deeply felt love for Me, which will
always be reciprocated by Me again ....

Amen
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BD 6662 received 05.10.1956

Redeeming work in the beyond ....

And you will be able to participate in the work of salvation, for this will be your
activity in the kingdom of the beyond when you are sufficiently mature enough
to be assigned an activity. You will bring light into the darkness, because you
have experienced yourselves how agonising it is to live in darkness and how
much happiness the light has given you. No redeemed soul will be inactive,
and therefore every soul will be integrated into the host of those who carry
out redemption work .... For they all are motivated by their love to help those
who are wretched in returning to God, for Whom they are now tirelessly active
and work because they share His will and are full of love for Him. And thus
the deliverance of all souls is guaranteed, even if infinitely long times will still
pass by until all spirits have found their way back to God, from Whom they
once separated of their own free will. But this free decision will also determine
how long the salvation process will take for each individual soul .... The soul is
also able to offer resistance and delay its return to God for an endless time, but
already redeemed souls will always take care of them, therefore no human being
on earth and no soul in the kingdom of the beyond will be completely without
help, which also explains the fact that time and again they will be offered the
opportunity to enter the path of return to God, because it will be shown to
them.
If, however, a human being adamantly rejects every incentive to enter the
spiritual path during his earthly life, then small openings of light will repeatedly
be provided to the souls in the beyond which will make the path visible to
them, because the soul of light takes pity on the souls which wander around
in profound darkness .... And thus begins the redeemed beings’ activity of
helping these poor souls achieve salvation too. Hence no soul is without a
sphere of activity, just as no dark soul is without guidance, only the free will of
the latter determines the success. But once the work of redemption has been
successfully achieved on just one soul, then another redeeming power will have
been gained again to help the dark world, which in turn can and will accomplish
inconceivable work, since it is now full of love and, due to its gratitude, willing
to render the greatest possible help. And every soul has its adherents with whom
it will work particularly diligently, even if it will meet with resistance for a long
time .... But its love will not diminish, and love will always liberate, because no
being will be able to resist love forever.
Indeed, it would be possible for complete salvation to take place on earth
already, because Jesus Christ has suffered and died on the cross so that people
are able to receive strength, that they are able to partake in the graces of the
act of Salvation if they want to .... But Jesus Christ has not compelled people’s
will either, and it is up to the will to either make use of the act of Salvation
or to ignore it .... But whatever was neglected on earth can be continued in
the beyond, because redemption work is carried out there as well, and even
then an appeal for His grace and mercy can still be sent to Jesus Christ .... And
every soul having found Him itself, having been redeemed by Him from sin
and death, will also draw attention to Him, it will inform every unredeemed
soul of His love, it will direct their thoughts to the great act of compassion by
the human being Jesus and thus try to lead every as yet unredeemed soul to
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the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ .... And its steadily growing love will also be
successful, for love will achieve everything, and love can’t help but participate
in the act of Salvation, which began with Jesus’ crucifixion and will not end
until all still unredeemed souls are delivered from every constraint and thus
have also attained life and beatitude, until the complete return to God has been
accomplished, until all spirits that have emerged from God have returned home
into their Father’s house ....

Amen

BD 4871 received 31.03.1950

Union with God - The human being’s goal ....

Your goal shall be the union with Me .... Do you know what it means to be as
one with your Father of eternity? Being able to create and shape like Him in
strength and wisdom and being able to constantly work for the still imperfect
spirits? And to be eternally happy?
Your past life will appear like a bad dream to you which, however, will no
longer frighten you but only let you realise the Creator’s love for His living
creations, which guided you through infinitely many stages of maturing. And
in the realisation of what you are now in the kingdom of light, you will look up
to Me full of gratitude and love, Who is close to you now and bestows upon you
beatitudes without measure.
To be united with Me means to be perfect, just like you were in the beginning
before you became sinful. To attain this perfection is the highest goal of the
human being on earth, because it is a prerequisite for a blissful life in the light.
And the only means to achieve it is love, which consumes everything imperfect
and shapes a light-receptive and divine soul which will be able to accept My
emanation and, once it is touched by it, will feel indescribable bliss. The transfer
of My love onto the being is the epitome of blissfulness and thus a prerogative
of the perfect being which is no longer separated from Me but has fully united
with Me.
The transfer of strength, however, includes everything else .... realisation of
truth, light and strength, so that the being will therefore move within wisdom
and use the inflowing strength correctly, that it thus, in accordance with God’s
will, will be able to create and give life to what it has created. Hence the being
comes into all rights of childship, it knows no boundary, it knows everything,
and its strength enables it to work in accordance with My will, which now is its
own will, so that every activity will delight the being because it works for Me
and finds rich reward in My love. The being yearns for My love and I constantly
fulfil its yearning, and its happiness knows no bounds.
The union with Me can only be achieved through love, since love is the most
effective fire which melts all hardness, purifies everything impure and clarifies
all ambiguity .... love is the agent which releases and bonds at the same time ....
It releases the pressure of oppression, the shackle of sin, and it forms the bond
between the living creation and Me, which remains insoluble for all eternity ....
And once a person has formed the bond with Me he will remain connected to
Me, for as soon as My strength of love has flowed through him he inevitably
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becomes My possession which I will never abandon to My adversary. Anyone
who succeeds in detaching himself from My adversary has already become My
Own and proved himself as My child and is now always able to be constantly
in the vicinity of the Father, Who will never banish it from His presence again
....

Amen

Return into the Father’s house

BD 6823 received 06.05.1957

Return to God necessitates sincerity of will ....

Anyone having made it his goal to travel his earthly path in accordance with
God’s will, can also always be assured of assistance on the part of God, because
God only allowed him to embody himself for the purpose of aligning his will
to divine will. And since, during this time on earth, only the human being’s
will makes the decision, this very will has already passed its test and thus God
can now take care of the person in every way without exerting any coercion of
will. As long as the human being is still undecided or even still adheres to God’s
adversary, the human being’s will is indeed fought over by God and the beings
of light, that is, it will be just as influenced by Him as by the adversary’s side, so
that it should freely decide ....
But once the human being has freely decided to subordinate himself to God’s
will by living a way of life in divine order, then he will also have entered His
sphere and God will no longer let him fall prey to His adversary. But his will
has to be sincere .... The apparent fulfilment of God’s will as a result of a church
upbringing is not enough, nor will it suffice to carry out deeds of love which,
again, are mere church requirements and are more or less fulfilled as obedience
towards these demands .... Wanting to belong to God has to be an innermost
endeavour, the inner fully-conscious surrender to Him must voluntarily have
taken place .... thus he himself must have directed his will towards the One,
Whom he has recognised as God and Father of eternity. And from this follows
that the return to God is not a mass movement, that every individual person
must have set out on the path by himself and therefore he also has to do
everything necessary for it himself: to recognise God and to acknowledge Him
and to appeal to Him for strength to be able to accomplish the return to Him.
But he will not appeal to God in vain, for He knows of his will, of his sincerity
and also of his weakness, He knows that it will not be possible for him alone,
that he will need help .... But it is assured to him. He had lost his strength the
moment his will had turned away from God, and he will receive it again when
it turns back to Him.
And therefore an external formality alone cannot suffice, words alone cannot
guarantee a truly God-devoted will, and belonging to a religious denomination
cannot demonstrate this change of will, rather, it has to be proven by action, and
this consists of unselfish loving activity without coercion and without law ....
God certainly gave people the commandments of love, nevertheless love has to
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be practiced voluntarily, for even what is done as fulfilment of a commandment
can be accomplished without the innermost will, which then will lessen its
value. Therefore the attainment of beatitude, the return to God, has to be every
person’s very own affair, which he cannot pass on to other people and which
no-one else will be able to accomplish on his behalf either. And even the deed
itself is not decisive, only the innermost will is important .... which truly is
obvious to God but which is also supported in every way. And whatever will
then happen to you humans in life is only due to the influence of God or the
world of light, which make sure that your will shall aim into the right direction,
that it shall voluntarily submit itself to God and that it shall regard its return to
God as its only goal.

However, once this act has been accomplished, once the human being’s inner-
most thoughts are turned towards God and he makes an effort to live on earth
according to God’s will, then his earthly life will not have been lived in vain,
and it will, with certainty, also result in freedom for the human being’s soul. It
will be able to detach itself from its tormentor, it will be able to strip itself of
the shackles which kept it imprisoned for an infinitely long time, it is now on its
path of ascent and no longer needs to fear God’s adversary, who has no further
power over the soul because God Himself will seize it, and will safely guide it
upwards, for the human being’s will has turned towards Him, from Whom he
once had emerged as a created original spirit ....

Amen

BD 7257 received 16.01.1959

The path of return to God ....

I will always come to meet you when you take the path to Me. Believe Me
that your distance from Me is giving Me little happiness, although you humans
should not imagine a concept of sorrow on My part either, but I long for your
love, and as long as you remain separate from Me I feel the absence of this love.
Hence it will also be comprehensible to you that I watch your every step, that
I see when you turn them into My direction and that I then will also come to
meet you in order to shorten your path of return, so that you will arrive at your
goal faster. Even so, I will have to stop in My track if you come to a standstill
yourselves, if you change your mind again or look back to the region you want
to leave. I don’t want to determine you free will by any means, I can certainly
lure you, which in fact I do, but I cannot compel you, for your return to Me must
be and has to remain a completely free act of will. Yet you ought to know and
believe that no thought of yours which applies to Me will fade away or fail to
reach its goal. And every such thought will be assessed by Me as free will and
appropriately rewarded by constantly staying near to you and doing everything
in order to attract your attention time and again. You don’t know how infinitely
profound My love is for you, My living creations, you don’t know that this love
will only ever yearn for you and that I therefore will not write off any one of My
living creations, even if it still keeps its distance from Me of its own free will ....
Even then My love will still take care of it and try to approach it, but how much
more so with a child which is and wants to remain My Own, which just keeps
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looking sideways because it gets excited and attracted from all directions .... But
I know how it thinks in its heart, I know that its love is intended for Me and that
it is just too weak to resist all kinds of enticements. For time and again it will
assuredly find its way back to Me, it will remain on the path to Me and will not
divert from it either, since the longing of its heart applies to Me alone.

The path to Me is leading steeply upwards, it is arduous .... it just won’t do that I
should make it easy, that I should combine it with enticement, because this path
should be taken for pure love of Me and not for the sake of other advantages ....
which is only ever a hostile intention to attract people into taking other paths
which will lead far away from Me. This is why you will quite often get tired
during your excursion to the top and yet longingly look back to the world you
want to leave. And I allow this to happen but only for your own sakes, for every
voluntarily accomplished ascent will have the most glorious results .... I will
come ever closer to him and he to Me, and in My presence the human being
will then experience the bliss which will compensate him for everything he
had relinquished for My sake. And this presence should be the goal which you
should pursue with absolute determination, you should not rest until you have
reached Me, but Who will assuredly shorten your path by coming to meet you
.... Thus you will not be separated from Me for much longer, as long as you only
desire My presence and steadfastly continue on the path you have taken .... even
if you occasionally find it difficult because you can’t see any obvious progress
and believe not to have climbed up even one step .... If you were able to look
back into the abyss you would also be able to assess the significant distances
you had covered so far, and you would happily cover the last short stretch of
the path which still separates you from Me. But you can rest assured that I will
prevent you from falling back into the abyss .... I will invisibly hold on to you but
continually pull you upwards, after all, My heart rejoices in the fact that a child
is returning into the Father’s house, and I will truly help on this last short path
to reach it and imperceptibly walk beside it until it will see Me Myself at the
goal and My arms will be able to embrace the child which has returned home to
the Father, from Whom it once had originated ....

Amen

BD 7529 received 23.02.1960

Duration of returning to God ....

And even if the work of return will continue for eternities .... one day I will
achieve My goal that everything I once had created and which had fallen away
from Me will return to Me of its own free will and thereby ‘living creations’ will
have become ‘children’, as it had been My plan since eternity. The duration of
the process of return entirely depends on the spiritual being which, during its
last test of earthly life as a human being, has to prove its will. And since free will
so often fails because it cannot pass the final test, one period of Salvation is not
enough, and time and again new developmental eras are required. And therefore
one can speak of eternities until this process will have been accomplished one
day.
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Yet the processes of development are times of adversity and torment .... And for
this reason alone I aim to shorten them for you, and My constant concern is
to influence you such that you will preferably reach your goal during one such
developmental process, during one period of Salvation .... that you will improve
your nature and sincerely look for unification with Me, because then you will
also be close to your perfection and close to the goal. To Me a thousand years
are like a day .... I personally don’t mind how long you will take to return to
Me, yet you are the ones who will suffer if you excessively prolong your time of
return and thus also have to endure immeasurable agonies and adversities ....
And since I love you I take pity on you, and only for this reason I try to win you
over sooner, for only I know how much time lies behind you and subsequently
also ahead of you, if you will fail in this earthly life .... I know your process of
development and would like nothing better than that it should be finished when
you leave your last form as a human being on this earth .... I don’t want you to
suffer even longer; I would like to make you all blissfully happy in My kingdom
.... But I will only be able to do so if you have shaped yourselves such that you
are close to your original state. If this transformation has not taken place during
your earthly life I cannot spare you a repeated process through the creations,
and then it will take eternities again until you have to make your decision of
will again as a human being on this earth. For only free will can take you close
to the goal, even if My love for you is infinite I nevertheless cannot ignore your
will and provide you with a fate which you do not deserve as a result of your
will, which is still against Me and therefore you cannot be called perfect either.
And fate corresponds to maturity .... or, only the will determines the fate of the
soul, the once fallen original spirit, who shall return to his source by himself ....
to Me, Who is God and Creator to all of you, but also your Father. One day I
will reach My goal, one day you will return to Me again ....

But how much time it will take is determined by you yourselves in the stage
of a human being .... Hence you are burdened by a tremendous responsibility
during the time of your earthly life, and you should always remember this and
do what I ask of you through My Word. For in My Word I Myself come near
to you in your earthly life and inform you of My will. If you comply with it,
you will also be close to your perfection, and you will still reach your given goal
before your earthly life comes to an end. And then the dreadful torments and
adversities will be over for you, and you will enter into My kingdom, which is
a kingdom of light and bliss and which you will recognise as your true home.
And I only would like to call on all humans: Take care that you will reach your
goal during this earthly life, use your will correctly, and then you will live in
accordance with My will, then you will also change your nature and become
once more what you had been in the beginning .... beings, which are allowed
to take pleasure in light, strength and freedom close to the Father’s heart ....
beings, which are infinitely happy ....

Amen
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BD 5733 received 28.07.1953

Jesus Christ, leader on the right path ....

The right path will truly be pointed out to you if only you are willing to take
it. In that case you just have to let yourselves be guided by Me and you will be
urged onto the right path, because I Am only waiting for you to take stock of
yourselves, so that you want to achieve what is your real task on earth and live
a right and righteous life on earth. Then I will take over your guidance Myself,
for your present will entitles Me to do so. As the man Jesus I walked this path
as an example for you, as the man Jesus I showed you the goal which you, too,
ought to pursue; as the man Jesus I demonstrated to you what a human being
can achieve if he takes this path.
And therefore I keep making His earthly progress clear to you, I draw your
attention to Him, Whom I sent to earth to help you take the same path, because
this is the only path which will lead to Me, to your God and Father of eternity.
He had achieved the goal on earth, He ascended to heaven as a perfected being,
as the cover of Myself, and I enabled My disciples on earth to witness this
process so that they would have a testimony of what a human being can achieve
on earth, so that they were able to behold Me Myself in Jesus Christ, Who had
entered into eternal unity with His heavenly Father and thus was united with
Me for all eternity ....
And I want all of you to unite with Me, I want all of you to return to Me as My
children, that all of you take the only path which leads into the Father’s house
from whence you once originated .... You, however, wander around and don’t
know this path, you cannot find it because you are not looking for it, you live
on earth oblivious of your purpose, you walk on a broad road which will never
lead to the goal because it is not the path which Jesus had taken. And therefore
I have to keep sending you messengers to show you the right way, who want to
guide you onto the right path.
I have to make the Word of Jesus Christ accessible to you humans, which He
taught on My instruction on earth, the Word which I spoke through Him to
people who listened because they believed in Me, Who spoke through Him.
This Word of His will direct you to the right path again, and you have to listen
to this Word because it gives evidence of Me, Who is the path Himself, the truth
and the life. And if you listen to this Word the path to the goal will be shown
to you .... and no-one will be able to say that he had been without guidance on
earth if he just entrusts himself to Me, if he wants to reach Me and has the will,
not to stand still, but to attain the goal which was given to him for his earthly
life. References are made to you time and again because I will not abandon
any human being to his fate but Am concerned that they all shall find the right
path, however, I cannot to take care of someone who lives without a sense of
responsibility, for in order to be able to lead him he has to entrust himself to Me
of his own free will. Where this will is missing I will keep Myself back ....
Yet it will always be made easy for him to enter the right path, no compulsion
will ever be exercised .... I always demand his free will in order to be able to take
his hand and lead him to ascent .... for I can certainly advise and help you yet I
will never compel you ....

Amen
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BD 5314 received 10.02.1952

Love is the key to the spiritual kingdom ....

You will only be able to comprehend Me through love .... There is no other
way you can win Me, no other way to recognise Me but through love. And
thus you have the key which will open the door to My heart for you, the gate
into the spiritual kingdom, to your Father’s house. Without this key all access
will remain blocked, everything My love, wisdom and omnipotence has created
in the spiritual kingdom will remain hidden from you, without this key all
knowledge of truth will remain concealed, you will lack all divine wisdom
because without love you will be engulfed by darkness, since only love will give
you light .... thus leading you into realisation. You would be incredibly mighty
if you would heed My Words and live a life of love .... For love is also strength
and nothing would be impossible for you if you would change your nature into
love. Hence, with these Words I Am giving you the promise of an abundance
of light and strength, of blissfulness, through the inflow of My Fatherly love, if
you just unite yourselves with Me through deeds of love, if you just reciprocate
My love for you .... Yet you don’t believe My Words or you would all endeavour
to live a life of love.
Why don’t you put it to the test .... Let go off all selfish love, look around
yourselves and wherever you see hardship try to bring help, wherever you find
people suffering physical or psychological ailments try to heal them, give to
them earthly and spiritually whatever they need, give them food and drink, and
let go of your possessions if you thereby can ease the hardship of people in need.
Try it and you will experience the truth of My Word, you will grow in strength
and light, you will rise above your own earthly suffering, nothing will affect you
which previously appeared to weigh you down, you will feel the strength of love
in yourselves and the happiness of your union with Me, which you establish
with every deed of love, will compensate you a thousand fold for what you have
given away .... You will recognise Me and feel My hand holding you, you will
feel the flow of My love’s strength pour into you and, being spiritually brightly
enlightened, you will be able to hear and behold what otherwise is hidden to
you humans ....
Take the test and believe My Word, practise love .... and you will win Me and
never ever lose Me again .... Believe Me, for I truly won’t instruct you wrongly, I
want you to become blessed, and since only love is able to turn you into happy
beings I constantly just urge you to love ....
Yet then you will have to combat the spirit within you which is lacking all love
and to which you owe your earthly existence .... He impels you to selfish love,
he wants to extinguish the divine spark within you, he wants to prevent you
from living a life of love. Hence you will have to fight it, that is, you have to fight
your own cravings which only increase your selfish love and weaken the true
love towards Me and your neighbour, so that you will be unable to experience
the strength of love yourselves .... Fight against it and follow Me, accept these
Words in your heart and act accordingly, and your fate will be the complete
union with Me and infinite bliss ....

Amen
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BD 7455 received 13.11.1959

Jesus, the good shepherd ....

I will send people your way to whom you shall proclaim the Gospel, yet there
will only ever be few who will listen to you and take your words to heart. It is
just a small flock which will follow Me, their shepherd, and I will keep this small
flock together and won’t allow My sheep’s pen to be broken into and My sheep
stolen, for I Am a good shepherd, Who will sacrifice His life for His sheep. All
of you who listen to My call as soon as it is voiced belong to My flock ....

And My call is always My Word by which I Myself speak to you from above ....
My call is the coaxing call of a good shepherd Who does not want to lose even
one small sheep from His flock, and Who speaks Words of love to you in order
to hold on to you, in order to warn and admonish you that you will not get
entangled in the snares of the one who wants to steal you from Me. I will indeed
let you have free will, and if you roam over wide pastures you will be able to go
wherever you want but a good shepherd will follow his flock and look for those
who have gone astray, who have left the right path and got stuck in ravines or
on heights. A good shepherd will coax and call to let them find their way back
to him, so that they will take refuge by pushing close to him and return home
with him, where peace and tranquillity will await them at the end of the day and
after the long walks through the pastures.

The characteristic of a good shepherd rests in the fact that he will not leave his
sheep to their fate when the night sets in .... For so many a small sheep will go
astray, it will digress from the right path and get stuck on the heights, it will
venture into unfamiliar fields where it can be caught and killed, it will leave
the path and lose its flock and the shepherd .... And then a good shepherd will
follow and call until he has found it .... And joyfully he will bend down lifting
the small sheep onto his arms in order to carry it back to the flock and drive
them towards the home enclosure. And thus I, too, will follow all people who
had left Me as their good shepherd, who are taking their own paths, who have
gone astray in the world and intend to go up in the world ..... They are all small
sheep who have gone astray, who are particularly close to My heart and whom
I dearly want to win back for Myself again, whom I would like to count as My
Own and whom I therefore continue to coax and call with My Word, that they
will comply with it and lovingly approach Me again, from Whom they had
distanced themselves. And therefore My Word will sound from above time and
again, and whoever receives it shall pass it on in the world, for people urgently
require My Word, My loving appeal which is intended to call them back home
....

And I truly know who will need My Word, and these are the ones I will send to
you so that you will be able to carry out your vineyard work on them, so that
you will be able to do labours of love for Me as the good shepherd and also be
able to return the little sheep to Me again, which had left the flock and yet shall
come back to Me once more because they will not be able to become blessed
without Me.

There will not be many more who will be impressed by My Word, rather, most
people will refuse listening to you, for My flock has scattered and has been
driven away by the enemy who unlawfully takes what refuses to surrender of its
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own free will .... And yet the good shepherd’s coaxing call shall sound time and
again, for as soon as they voluntarily turn to Me once more I will also be able to
fetch them back and lead them to their home enclosure.
Therefore you, too, shall coax and call when you spread My Gospel throughout
the world. Tell people about the good shepherd Who is continually searching
for His sheep and wants to place them under His faithful protection .... Tell
people that a God of love exists Who is only waiting for them to come to Him in
every adversity, Who, like a good shepherd, wants to lift every small sheep onto
His arms, Who is offering refuge and protection to it in His presence, so that all
human beings will be safe and secure with Him ....

Amen

Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter of
a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to receive
pronouncements from God through the ‘Inner Word’ on 15. June 1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts after devout prayer.
Understandably this often gave way to doubt and inner conflicts until I was
convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these exquisitely
gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other words, the love
of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them and introduced me
to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my elementary
school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a dictation in a state
of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am told in shorthand, in
order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy. The procedure does not
take place in a state of compulsion, for example in a state of trance or ecstasy,
but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind. However, I have to want it
to happen and then I can receive these dictations voluntarily; they are neither
bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gifts of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God Himself
to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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